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Mossop'·
lifts Bison
to 23-20 win

TransAfrica
~ protests
ilde Klerk visit

•

By o: Malcolm Cal90n
_an<! Iesha Matthews

By Edward Hiii Jr.
Special kl lhe Hilltop
•

I

·l

HUttop Staff A -

Although Willie Jeffries may have

~en

happy to see placekicker Gary
Mossop join his Bison squad three years
ago, he's even happier he won't have to

see him again.
The tanner head football coach for

L

the How.a.rd University Bison recruited

J

Carolina State to coach the Bulldogs.
M~'s

75 ,,,

foot has handed

Jefferies and his Bulldogs two losses.
'The fll'St loss came last year at Greene
Stadium when Moswp's fourth-quarter

field goal lined Howard past S.C. State ·
1()..7. The second qime Saturday when

Mossop booted a 2().yard field goal in
overtime as Howard held on to win 2330.

''II had everything. Great defense
momentum swings. Big plays. That's
why it was great to win a game like this,"
said Bison coach Steve Wilson.

The Bison took an e;µ-Jy 7-0 lead on
a 28-yard interception return by

sophomore linebacker Elton Parish at
the 7:30 mark of 1he ftrSI period.

A Mossop 32-yard field goal less
. than four minutes later expanded 1he
Howard lead to 10-0.
Meanwhile. the Buffalo Soldier
defense kepi the explosive Bulldog
running attack in check. limiting it to
onJy two first downs through one and
one·half quaners. Then came one of the
ebbs in the game as a Howard 38·yard
' '
field goal was blocked.
On a · key series, Howard
methodically drove down the field,
•
using
almost
six
minutes,
and
Priving
1
·inside the Bulldogs' .10 yard line. But a
big sack by Bulldog linebacker Reggie
Kennedy of Donald Carr rl1oved the ball
back to the 2l·)'ard line, setting up a 38·
yard field goal that was blockcCi.
The fued up Bulldogs then
capitalized quickly as junior tailback
John Brown sprinted 85 yards on their
flJ'Sl possession, narrowing the margin
to 1().. 7.
Based on the Bison's lack of succes.s
in Orangeburg over the past two
decades (only one victory there since

'I

,

Mos.sop before returning to South
Since then,

'

I
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UDC student protest Oeft) resembles Howard's protest of 1989 (right) when students shut down the school for four days.

UDC students take over A-Building
BUSA lends support in protest similar to Howard's of '89
By Quentina Johnson

academic affairs arc mel.
The protes1 was ignited due to
impending 1hreats of accreditation los.s,
la~k of communication between
students and administrators and
reduction of school's athletic
department. Another factor in the
building takeover was a controversial
$1.'6 million plan for renovations to
house a 'questionable' piece of artwork
called _the ''Dinner Party''.
Thompson had cited three main
demands: (1) the n1ayoc replace 11
board members; (2) the student board
representative resign; and (3) the
protesters be granted amnesty.
''I believe that students really need to
take a positive stand with definite action
.to prove to the Board of Trustees that we
are serious about what we arc doing. I
think this was neces.sary," said Aisha
Murray, a student protest leader and the
chairwoman of UDC's student
elections board . ''We tried many times

Hilltop Staff Reporter
. Familiar chants of ''We're fued up
we won't take no more'' and ''No ju.stice
no peace'' rang loud in the air as an
alliance of concerned students united at
the University of the District of
Columbia 10 ''close the school'' in
another protest similar to the Spring
1989 •Howard University prOlcst.
Members of the Howard University
Student As.sociation and UDC's student
representatives n1erged as one
collective force on the Van Nes.s
campus to e11.5urc the student's success
in their takeover of the administration
.
'.
building at the Van Ness ~ampus
Wednesday.
After seizing UDC's administration
building, demohstrators said they will
stay until members on the Board of
Truslecs agree to resign and a number of
demands to improve the university's

Local police

least four or the incidents. the me•
drove up in a four-Ooor, light blue or

still search fo1·

Hilltop

S1a1 Reportert

HU security

gray Hyundai. and offered the women a
ride. When refused. they drove around

attempts to ease

~:m~:'~ ;:;~

student ,s fears

and abducted tlie

Capt. Wyndell C. Watkins,
commander of the sex offense branch of" . By
Neely
the D.C. police department, said
although the 10 women who were HUttop ~ Reporter
' alxlucted have been robbed. the primary ·~
•
motive appears lo be sexual assault. He
In wake of the attempted rape of a
also attributes the increase in rapes this student at the Quad two weeks ago, the
year to the increase in drug use.
residents of the all·girls dormitory this
In a news conference las1 week, week voted to have male visitation ·but
Watkins provided specific detai!S on the many students say they will take extra
kidnapping and sexual assaults.
precautionary steps to ensure their
Watkins said one of the attackers has personal security . .
large buck teeth, weighs about 110- tcr
''I no longer walk through the quad
120 pounds and is 4 feet 10 inches tall. alone after dark.'' said Abikc Willia~,
The other weighs 16().. to-180 pounds a freshman majoring in chemistry.
and is about 5 feet 8 inches tall.
To ease the students' fear, William
Keene, dean of resident life, said he
see SUSPECT page 9
would replace the barbed wire that had

carmen

'

•

District pol.ice arc searching for
two men who have committed at least
10 rapes and robberies in the District
since August 28.
In the latest incident, which
occurred September 20, two women
were forced in10 a blue car at gunpoint
at F1orida and Georgia avenues N.W.
They were taken to a playground on
Quesada Street 'N.W., 'rhere they
were raped and robbed. ,
Ac.cording to police officials, in at

,

.. '

Rape cns1s grips D.C., Howard '
John L. ~Jackson
and lesh• C. Matthews

•

•

• •

rape" suspect

see FOOTBAI I page 9

with dialogue with no success. They did . President's offices to completely shut
not take students seriously."
down administrative operations.
, A few hours after the initial take over
Louis Allemayehw , one of the UDC
by UDC students Of Building 38, which students that participated in the building
'
contains the campus radio slation,
takeover, said,
''About 30 students
classrooms and student government walked in, they went in and then
offices, representatives from
HUSA security immediately got in the way. I
arrived to show their support.
showed up and started messing with the
President April Silver and Vice· doors."
President Ras Baraka met briefly with
''We pushed and pushed and we
Mark Thompson, another student broke through the security guards and
protest leader in the office of the fists were flying. Somebcxly shouted
school's s1udent newspaper ''Trilogy'', ' Man get off of me' •• Allemayehw
where decisions about their plans added. ''We had gotten the building.
continu,cd.
~
Afterwards, the D.C cops arrived."
''We are thankful for the support of
Inside Building 39 students gathered
HUSA. 'They came at a moment's notice around President Miles Fisher's office.
and they said they will be with us He and his staff were asked to le.ave by
throughout," ·said Thompson .
the protesters. Students clapped and
Discussions between the studen~ cheered,
escorting them onto the
from HUSA and UDC resulted in an elevators.
agreement lo expand the ~e-0ver and
After the administration building
obtain Building 39 which was the
.
location of the President and Vice· see UDC page 9

fallen in the rear of the Quad, in
addition 10 checking the lighting and

As of press
time, the barb wire had not been
replaced but the shrubbery had been

cutting the shrubbery.

CUI.

Males may visit the Quad daily
from 2 p.m. to 11 p.m. Residence Llfe

held a seminar on dale rape before
visitation began in an effort to make
•
students aware of warning signs.
Not only are the students
conc-cmed about security at the QJad,
so are the security officers
themselves.
"Security here at
HO'Nard is not adcquat~·· said a
security officer who wished to remain
anonymous.
''HO'Nard is an open
campus and it is located in a rundown
part of town. We have to deal with
more than just students, we have to

also contend with drug deale" and

see FEARS page 9

Nearly 1,000 people turned out
Monday across the street from
Lafayette Park Northwest. to protest
President Bush's decision to invite
South African leader F.W. de Klerk to
the United States.
Participants chanted, "The blood of
South Africa is on de Kleck'' and
"Murder out of the White House'' as
they carried signs saying ''Let the
children go'' and '"Tell the truth de
Kleck'',
Randall Robinson, director of
TransAfrica, principal organizers of the
dcmomtralion, denounced de Klerk's
visit as a ''superficial photo opportunity,
staged with the assistance of President
Bush, to put a smiling face on a sad and
tragic situation."
"George Bush is an accomplice to a
oolossa.I public rclatioru; fraud which
attempts to portray F.W. de Klerk as a
moderate reformer,''
Robinson said.
'"The President's invitation to the White
House sends a false and dangerous
message that South Africa is on its way
to change and also seriously
undermines the leverage thC Uriitcd
States has exerted in pushing for
political reform and negotiation,"

Robinson added.

i'

,-

de Klcrk's visit marks the first time
in history lhat a leader of the apartheid

regime has been invited by a U.S.
president to the White House.
Tumara Stockey, a senior majoring
in political science and an intern with.
TransAfrica, said, .. When the vice
president has a dinner in honor of de
Klerk you seem to be putting him on the
same level as Mandela. Mandela is the
victim, de Klerk is the victimiz.cr... "
Stockey also expressed concern that
BuSb might consider lifting the
comprebcmive sanctions imposed on ~
South Africa in 1986, a move which she
said would be "premature."
Congressman Ron Dellums, (D·
Cal.) and chair of the CongJ'""iooal

Black Caucus Foundation. took part in ,
the demonstration. Dcllurns said Bush's
invitation to de Klerk ''bestows a
measure of credibility'' on de Klerk
''which is undue at this time."
Originally the caucus was set to mett
with de Klerlr, but the meeting was
cancelled after further consideration
and consultation with members of the
anti~Apartheid movement The meeting
was intended as part of a two-part
strategy which would have included
participation in the demonstration
agai~ the White House meeting as
well as .challenging de" Klerk within
their own muting.
Niikwao Alruetteh, senior editor of

TransAfrica Forum stated, "We think
President Bush's invitation lO de Kleck
is a horrible mistake because the
problem in South Africa hasn't been
solved." He believes the meeting ''will
lead to more violenc.e and killing in
South Africa,"

•

INSIDE

Greeks

•

• new pledging proceSs for
fraternities and sororities
See page A2

J

Second of two parts
By Tanisha MaSMY

,

The Klan Wants More

Soccer
•

HU bootcrs ground American

U. Eagles 10-1
Sec page B6

•.

Convocation
• President addresses 123rd
convocation

See page A2

The year was 1973. Radical marches
blocked
campus
Homecoming
activities and students protested
corporations in front of _JJie newly
erected John H .Burr Gymnasium.

.'I

••

\•

' '

"""

.;

•

•

-~~

1973Homecoming 1973 was Howard's
80th homecoming celebration.
New
homecoming activities like the
Homecoming cabarc~ a Homeooming
film festiva~ and the First Pig Bowl flag
football game between students and
faculty took place. Fireworks at the pep
rally were also introduced during this
year.

I
Hair-do·'s
• college students try to maintain

healthy hair
See page Bl
•

'

•

'

Blade Schools."

• demonstrators prepare for Oct.
28 march
See page A7

•

In addition to the Homecoming
activities, Howard invited a guest
speaker who appeared during the week
to address the issues surrounding the
homecoming theme ''Save and Change

At a conference in Chicago, the
People United to Saving Humanily

(P.U.S.H.) and the Save and Change
Black
Schools
organizations
recognized problems contribution to the
plight of Afro.American institutions.
These organizations propooed that
Afro.American institutions focus their
celebration on the issue as a way of
generating publicity. Hence, Howard
.., UniVersity's Homecoming theme for
the year 1973 was ''Save and Change
Blade Schools."
Mary Spruce was crowned Miss

Howan! t 973 during a Homecoming

•

Jennifer Thomas: 1987.a ML Howlrd

--

that was quOled in the Hilltop as being
''the best yet."

By the middle and !award the end of
the t970•s, the rvle of Miss Howard
•

1974-77

see PAGEANT page 9

•
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Se ember 7, 1990
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Community event
a hit despite rain

resident
•
1ves 123rd
onvocation
ddress

'

By Shau111ae Brown
HiUtop S1an Reporter

~a.a. Neely

Ur ing the university to consider itself
an inclusive and accepting family,
Pfefident Franklyn Green Jenifer c;!ll~d
fo~ I
re~

Howard tO ''prune the tree m
sing its goals to better serve the
na on and the world last Friday.
he ''sobi::r and straightforward''
adl<jress keynoted Howard Uni~ersity 's

•

12 rd Openin2 Convocation 1n
ertiton Auditorium.
[fhe president likene~ his challe~ge
A

of pttroducing Howard mto a changUlg
nation and world to his experience in the
fiel~ of botany.
'When I think of what we must do to
ma sure that Howard is JX>Sitioned to
me t the challenges of a changing

PHOTO SY MARI/IN T.

Faculty members walk across campus to participate In the otnclal opening of the university.
nation and world, the image 'o f pruning
a tree, trimming back the branches,
comes immediately to mind," Jenifer
explained.
He added that Howard needs to cut
off wasted energy to give fonn to the
plant .
''When you prune a tree, you don't set

out to make it smaller. That isn't your
pwpose. You prune a tree to make its
growth more focused. And that's what
we need to do at Howard University :
We must prune the tree''
•
Dr. LaSalle D. Leffall Jr., chairman
of surgery ~t Howard Univ~rs it y
Hospital, heads ·a commission f hic-h

'

•

-

-

-

~S

has been meeting weekly throughout
the summer to study Howard 's current
academic program and to report any
changes n~ary to help the university
operate more efficiently. The report is
scheduled for completion by October,

see SF!EECH, page 9

·

Despite the rain and clouds that
began Saturday morning, the
Community Day sponsored by the
Howard
University
Student
Association, commenced anyway.
The event held in Malcolm X Park
(or Meridian Hill Park) carried the
theme ''A Celebration of Culture and
Education."
This was the ftrSt Community Day
sponsored by Howard University since
1985. The purpose is to unite Howard
students with the surrounding
communities in a c.elebration of the
common heritage, according to Damita
Coats, HUSA' s Special Projects
director. However, Saturda~'s event
proved to have more community
members in attendance than Howard
students. ·
There were only a handful of people
there Coates said but ''There were a lot

. of JX>Sitivc messages spread. I believe
that they reached the people that needed
to hear them the most.''
Fred Green, a resident pf Silver
Spring, Md. said the weather may have
bun responsible for the small turnout.
''I thought it was well plarmed. If the
weather had been better, I think it would
have been a better turnout.''
Coates said she was happy with the
people who came out despite the •·
weather.
''I was espe.cially pleased with the
people scheduled to perform. Most of
them did show up and they performeO
well," Coats said,
Some of tlle performers included:
Inspiration , Kupi Gana Ngummi ...
Mania! Arts, Duke Ellington School of
the Arts and Watoto Shute Drill Team
just to name a few.
This year, HUSA has made a •
commitment lO revive the tradition of
Community Day. Their mission is to
develop and maintain unity among
_ Howard students and the community.

I
'
i

-sA creates new committees to address student's gnevances, concerns

•

By Joyce Davis

HtS1an-

~

award
University
Student
As&ociarion General assembly was not
abl to appropriate budget funds on
W ~ dnesday,
September
2
to
orgf izations because of the lack of
stu cnt government repre sentat ives
Iha were present at the meeting.
~eepin&i. 21 and only havipg 12,
Apr.ii Sil~cr, pre sident of HUSA,
dj larcd that because a quorum, was 1not

in attendance, HUSA would not be able
to make any recommendations on
budget requests.
''No monies from the organizational
budget will be moved on until that
point," said Silver in reference to the
General Assembly meeting that will be
held on Tuesday, October 9 at the
Blackbum Center Forum at 8:00 p.m. It
was suggested by a few of the members
of HUSA that were present to have ~
next meeting at this place and time
because it would directly follow the
University General Srudent Ass;embly

meeting, where more studen t
government representatives will · most
.
hkely be. I
George Daniels, vice president of the
School of Communications, suggested
that HUSA run a Hilltopic in The
Hilltop that named the representatives
that did not show up for the meeting, in
'
hopes
that 1t. would encourage them to
at tend.
'' Please
hold
you
representatives accountable,'' Daniels
said.
Ironically , Ras Baraka, vi ce
president of HUSA, recently addressed

•

the attendance problem at the last
HUSA meeting he)d last Wednesday.
According to the minutes taken at the
meeting, Baraka ''urged representatives
to meet quorums so problems can be
quickly handled''
''The only way we can put on
effective programs is to have support of
all students," Barak.a added Silver also
encouraged more open lines of
communication between HUSA and
schools and colleges at that n1eeting.
During the last meeting, Silver also
annouilced that HUSA was doing

Shuttle bus complaints?
f alk about it, offic.:ials say
hired new people and have training
classes going on now."
'
When the shuttle docs not run on its
Hlltop Stall Repo01e(
prope r sc hedule, the d ispatch is
There have been many complainlS supposed to notify either Coleman or
with the shuttle bus service this \Villiam Keene, dean of the Offic.e of
semester, but the Rev. Janus Coleman, Residence .Life. They, in tum, will
assistant to_ the dean for special notify the donns, but the Rev. Coleman
programs, said until the students make said the service does not do so with
complaints ldi.own, the problem consistency.
David Bowm an, a so phomore
cannot be rectified.
1be shuttle bus service is not directly Meridian Hill Hall resident said, ''I
n by Howard University.
The don 't have a problem with ttthe shuttle
university has a contract with the running off schedule. I do have a
<f>Idline/Greyline bus services.
. problem when no one tells us that there
is a change in the schedule. It is a waste
I _Since the Office of Residence Life is
not directly informed about all of the of my time to wait on a bus that is not
ptobtems that occur with the shuttle bus, going to c.ome."
''We do get reimbursed if the shuttle
it is left up to the students to express
is irregular," said Coleman, ''so it is very
their grievances.
One problem has been the weekend important that the students let us know
schedule, especially Sundays. Two of any problems.''
The service cost the university about
weeks ago, there was no shuttle service
on Sunday afternoon. When the service $330,000 a year. Although there have
did res~~· there was only one shuttle been some problems, Dean Keene said
the service has been satisfactory. The
for all of the dorms.
J
0 . Boykins, director of university has looked into purchasing
operatidns of Goldline/Greylinc bus its own buses but Keene said, ''Because
service f~d. ''Our biggest problem h~ of the initial capita l i11v est ment
been
Sundays. Part of the reaso~ is required, it does not seem feasible :tt this
mis-conununication and the other lS a
shortage of drivers. We have already see SHUTTLE, page 9

ey

Silver made her State of the
University Addr~ last wc;ek where she
.
.
.
discussed substantial changes 10
administration that will affect the entire
university.
·she said that she believed Dr. Jenifer
would stress academics and rid Howard
of the ''party school'' image it possesses.
Other topics shb addressed were the
African-American graduate program,
the financial bind that the university is
in and how HUSA IS trying to keep
students informed

New intake procedures
instituted for Greeks
,

Shaurrtae Brown

By Rochelle Tllleiy
llld Aricka Westbrooks

l

HiUtop Sta.ft' Reporters

llfir

•

,.,
•

amJ.s

o'

I

research work on various problems that
exist on the campus. She named the
.
•
three problem committees which
address housing, academic affairs, and
security.
A general grievance committee
meeting will be heldon October 3 in 116
Douglass Hall at 6:00 p.m. There will be
a rally on the yard preceding the
meeting. The gathering will infonn
students about the new committee.
The committees are ''to help solve
the problems rather than just taking
about them," Silver said

PHOTO BY KETH DROMAN

Students transported to camplls say service Is lnetnclent.

Howard University students were
left in the dark last week: about the new
pledging process in the Greek
·>
fraternities and sororities at ''Greek
Speakout 90." sponsored by the Pan·
Hellenic Council last Wednesday.
Representatives from seven of the
eight
historical
black
Greek
organizations and approximately 150
students were in attendance. The only
organization not represented by the
council was Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority ,Inc.
The National Pan-Hellenic Council
was formed in 1930 as a forum for
addressing mutual concern between the
individual black Greek organi:zations.
The representatives responded
primarily to questions from the
audience about pledging. Glyniss Hill, a
member of Delta Sigma Theta Soiority,
Inc. said the concern over the changes
in pledging procedures was a ''vc11·
sensitive issue."
Last February, eight leaders from the
blacK Greek organizations met in St.

Louis to end pledging an~ adopt new
initiation methods for the fraternal
organizations. They addressed
the
growing concern · of injuries and
lawsuits which usually resulted from
pledging.
The pledging process is to be
eliminated in every form, according to
the Summit II-A Historical Beginning
press release.
After the general presidents' made
their de.cision, the proposal to banish
pledging was ratified last summer by all
members of the Pan-Hellenic Council.
Pledging was a period orientation
before a candidate is initiated as a
member of a fraternity or sorority.
Jn recent years the Pfadices and
procedures related to plbdging have
come under sharp sautiny and attack
because of the loss of academic
standards, avaages, and many injuries
and IOM of life reliµed to hazing.
During several · Hilltop interviews
with the presidents of the Ho'fard
chapters last March, the fraternity and
sorority members expressed various
opinions about pled&ing. Some
members indicated that they ":ere for

see PLEDGING,_J)age 9
•

sim Reed: Shoulders responsibilities of undergraduates
H~

Stall-

,

As th'c Howard Undergraduate
tee for 1990-91, M. KasiJn Reed
~ more than just sit behind closed
dbors voting yes or no on issues
d,ncemirig the undergraduate student
body.
Along with working on various
committees and voting as a full member
of the board, Recd meets with students
before attending committee meetings,
in addition lo lobbying with other
' mbers of the board.
This is something that has not been
p acticed by student undergraduate
tees in the past, ac.cording to Reed.
Other projects thal Reed has been
rking on include the implementation
the university owned and operated
gc company. This is a project that

T

began last year, but could not continue
until the beginning of his term in July
1990.
Reed was also involved 1n the
programing that brought Earl Graves
and Earvin (Magic) Johnson to the
School of Business to speak with
students.
In the future, Reed has made plans to
submit
a proposal
for the
implementation of cable programing
and a comn1uni1y service trust that will
award outstanding stude11ts and
orgai1izations in the field of public
sew1ce.
The Board of Trustees is divided into
c.ommittees. Each committee addresses
an is.sue that affects the undergraduate
student body. Most of the research and
debating concerning the issues is done
in the se committee meetings.
Resolutions and the final outcome of
these issues arc presented to the board as

a whole and voted on.
What does Reed, the Political
Science major from Atlanta, GOOr~a do
to stay abreast of the major issues
concerning Howard students?
''I do a lot of reading and studying.
To make decisions that honeS(_ly
represent the students I attend State club
meetings, pageants and student council
meetings,•• Reed said
''Sometimes this o:.1cans three or four
meetings in one day," he added.
Being an active member of the Board
of Trustees and a senior is not
something Reed has midc an attempt to
handle on his own.
''In' order for me to address the
important Wues that affect students,
students must feel comfortable talking
with me and expressing their
grievances. I want to know their
concerns," he said.
''You (Howard students] have an

especially active board this year
because the President [Jenifer] is
shaping the university in a new
direction. He's dOing an awesome job
working with the board on behalf of the
students," Reed said.
Making
sure
that
the
undergraduate's needs are addressed is
not the only thing that occupies Reed's
time. He has also managed to head his
own a business.
The senior is . president of the Reed
Group, Inc. which is a capital venture
that funds new ideas for businesses.
Their largest accounts . are specialty
advertising for Atlanta car dealers and
Atlanta Reed, an.other one of his
operations specializing in the sales Qf 14
karat gold jewelry and pre.cious stones.
He said he hopes to eventually use his
entrepreneurial talents to build The
Reed Group Inc. into a major
corporation.

Kaslm Reed: Unclergracllllle Tl'ust•• mid enbep1ene...

•

•

•

•

•
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THE Hill.TOP

Professor still
reporter at heart

ON . THE LOOKOUli MARRIOTT BRINGS
FOR WHO'S WHO
BROADCAST TO
'

Students who wish to apply for
Who's Who Among Students in
American UniversitiCs and Colleges
may obtain appliCations in the
dean's or student council 's office of
their schools or colleges. THe office

of Student Activities, room 117 in
the Armor J. Blackbum Center also
has forms aVailable.
You n1ust be at least a junior and
have a minimum 2.0 cumulative

rade
point
average.
All
pplicalions must be returned to the
ean.'s office of your school or
college by Monday October 1.

f

CRAMTON OCT. 3
Marriott Corporation and Coca-

By Rochelle Tiiiery

Cola USA will sponsor a live,
salellite broadcast this fall to inform
college students about the future

growth or the hospitality indushy
and the· employment prospects it
offers.
Howard University has been

chosen as one of the 30 schools in the
country to receive this I broadcast.
Originating

froni

SEARCHING 'HIGH
AND LOW FOR
LADY BLUE

Marriott

Internationil Headquarters in
Bethesda, Mf·· the 50-minute
broadcast will air at lpm on October
3 and can be vieWed in Cramton
Auditorium .

The broa"dcast will feature J.W.

An infonnation session will be

Marriott Jr., chainnan and president
of Marriott C.Orporation, who will

held on Mopday October 1 in the
Women 's Annex at 6pm for those
who plan to try out for Lady Blue,
one of Howard University's

give his views on the industry and

mascots. Attendance is mandatory.
The auditions will be held on
Friday October 5 at 6pm in the
Women's Annex . For further
information, contact the Office' of

JX>Sitions with Marriott Corporation.
All stu de~ts attending the
broadcast will be eligible to win a
laptop computer donated by

take questions from students. A
panel of junior managers will discu~
their transition from ,college to

Marriott.

Student Activities at 806-7000.

•

CORRECTION'S BOX:
In the September 21 issue of The Hilltop, there was a mistake printed in
the ''Dental school charges hotel chain with discrimination'' article.
According to the story._ the dental school is 'bringing charges of
discrimination against the Holiday Inn Silver Spring Plaz.a located on
Georgia Avenue. However, Terri Lynn Williams, a 1990 graduate of
Howard School of Dentistry, has been bringing all actions against the hotel
herself. She has been keeping Dr. Robert S. Knight; associate dean for
academic affairs, informed. The den~l school has not brought charges
against the hotel.
Please excuse the error.

'

'
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Instrnctor expands students' outlook

•

For a character in a novel ,
interviewing terrorists, kidnappers and
radicals may seem typical. But for
William
Worthy,
School
of
Communications'
Annenberg
Distinguished Visiting Professor. these·
'
events are normally
parts of his life.
As a journalist, Worthy has traveled
extensively reporting on many
controversial and top-secret events all
over the world. This year he brings his
experiences to the classroom, teaching a
course in international issues in the
media.
''I want to. help align students'
thinking with the thinking of such giants
as W.E.B. DuBois, William Moruoe
Trotter, editor of the Boston Guardian
from 19(() to 1934 and other e.ditors
who have been profoundly global in
their perspective," he said.
Covering mainly Third World
issues, Worthy adde.d that he prefers
writing about this area because these
countries are either ignore.d by U.S.
mas.s media or often misrepresented and
misunderstood .
't
''Students who limit their horizons to
what is going on in this cou.htry are
blinding themselves to a major part of
reality. There are no more purely ' local '
problems. Everything is io.tima1ely
interrelated," he said.
Worthy \vas one of three reporters to
have articles printed about the Cubans '
'
prior kflowledge
of the Bay of Pigs
invasiob and their positive feelings
toward Castro prior to the U.S. defeat at
the Bay of Pigs in 1961 . He believes that
' '
Americans
are some of the most
uninformed people in the entire world.
'~Not having news published that has

been researched and verified is
dangerous politically. As technically
advanced as the U.S. is, the American
people arc the most
------misinformed of any
western people," Worthy said
''Jn the eyes of a huge number of non-

Americans and the majority of the
world. this couritry, as a whole, is
unsophisticated in international
affairs,'' he added
Although many of his writings may
seem very critical, Worthy docs not
view himself as a ·cynic. He believes
cynicism is a form of political sickness. ·
Nonetheless, he does not view himself
as an optimist.

" I have gloomy days when I feel that

events are out of control and hopeless.
But I go on believing appropriate
infonnation and broad information, if it
can be dWeminatcd; can pull the
American people back from the brio}- -'
political, economic and milita. 1
disastezs, •• he said
''However, I OOn' t see it happening
now, and unlikely soon," he added.
A lot of his ideals have oome from

books and from living tluough rapidly
changing times.
Worthy was a student at Bates
College in Lewiston, Maine during
World War II. His friends there said he
was very politically and socially
conscious.
••Whenever he felt somebody's
rights were violated he was right in there

pitching," a Bates College spokesman
told the Portland (Maine) Evening
Express in 1957. At the time Worthy
was under fire by the U.S. State
Department after traveling to
Communist China when the U.S.
government prohibited it.. The
department refused to renew his
passport after this trip and again when
he traveled to Cuba to do an ABC·lV

'

Journalism professor, Wiiiiam Worthy, brlnga past fteld
experience to Howard communications students.

documentary, ''Yanki, No!," in 1960.
Although he wasn't pleased about
Worthy described himself as a the decisions, Worthy said he ''learned
reserved Bostonian, inherently shy, not to get tied up in knots inside," and
serious about his involvements and a instead disapproved without being put
tough adversary. In doing so he quoted down by others for his beliefs.
Frederick Douglass:
''He who gets
In 1967 he wrote an article and
beaten easiest, gets beaten oftenest''
created a chart for ESQUIRE magazine
During his career, he wrote primarily on the black-power establishment in ·
for the Baltimore Afro-American , which he compare.d the different levels '
covering mostly race-related articles. of black activism.
The categories '
However, Worthy also covere.d events ·ranged from the most militant to the
for both CBS and ABC News. As an most moderate. However, Worth~ said
African-Am erican, he compared he couldn ' t place himself in one
working for an advocacy paper and particular category.
major networks.
"My present and long-time thinking
''The Afro-American
was an is very much international. · Some
advocacy paper and wasn't afraid to militant people at the top of the chart,
show it, but a billion-dollar network but not all, could be said to share that
perspective,'' Worthy said. "I have a
makes oo such ctaim." he said.
"Like in 1956, CBS didn't use me to basic unwavering a·ntipathy for all
cover the Montgomery bus boycott, colonialism and all subjugation ·of
because the local affiliated stations in peoples anywhere in the world''
the South might not have approved," he
see WORniY page 9
said.
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Go to BENA, hairstylist.
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Shampoo •
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CoreStates
Get To Know Us!
(You Owe It To Your Career.)

•

'

'

You may know us as Philadelphia National BaDk . New Jersey National Bank. Hamilton·Bank.

Flrst Pennsylvania Bank .. ,or asthe opeffi.torof the MAC ATM Network. we·rea $22 billion
super regional banking institutio n with a proven record of financial strength. inndvative
proclucts and a commitment to quality in a!\ that we do.
Get to know us and make the most of yo ur career. We're an employer that car~ alx>ut
your personal goals and professional asp!rations.
, •
~

r

'

BEAT

THE CENTER

•

OF IT ALL.
•
'

At CoreStates. your talent and hard work will be rewarded with increased responsibilities.
recognitiOn and advancement. And your career may lead you into exciting QPIX)ftunities
in Commercial Lending.

~

.
'

•

If }QtJ are interested in a career in the financial services industry. please drop off your resume
at the Career Planning and Placement Service Office. We will be on campus on November
6. 1990. Or you may mail your resume to: Vickie Passfeld. CoreStates Human Resources.
P.O. Box 7618. FC 2-2-6 HU . Philadelphia, PA 19101-7618. An Equal Opportunity Empk:iyer.
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The selection of Judge David Souter by President
Bush to fill the vacancy in the United States Supreme
Court left by Justice Brennan's retirement creates

numerous questions concerning the future of America.
This country has been don1inated by wealthy
European males since its inception. Even though they
have tried to convince many of us that our goals are the
saipo as theirs through the media and other ''mindcontrolling'' devices, their goals and desires are clearly

not representative of those of the majority of
Americans.

Becoming a minority in this country,

European males have been ''hard-pressed" to maintain
- their previous political don1ination. The appointment of
Justice Souter could be one of many attempts to do so.

Judge Souter has no past history of deliberating on
any of the key issues that now seem to divide our nation
along ideological lines. It is no coincidence that our
calculating conservative President, who has always
opposed abortion, selected someone who could not be
rejected on ideological grounds. Throughout the
confirmation hearings held in Congress earlier this
month, Judge Souter consistently ducked questions
about his stance on abortion. His constant refusal to
provide any infom1ation on how he stands could mean
serious trouble for won1en.
Historically, women of all ethnic groups have been
the targets of gender discrimination in this country.
Gaining a lot of ground over the past few ,decades by
pursuing careers 1n fields that are traditionally
dominated by nlen, women have threatened the

Sou~er

•

?

continuation of male dominatiofi. Consequently,
denying women the right to do whatever they want
with their bodies, could stifle any movement towards
the elimination of sexism. Women's liberty groups, as
well as other civil liberties groups, have based their
·· struggle on securing civil liberties. Giving tlie
• government the right to restrict the personal Jibe~ of
women would be a set back that women just cannot
afford.
Unfortunately, because of the nature of single·
issue politics, many mf us have been blinded by the
issue of abortion. ·T he Supreme Court already
possesses a conservative majority and, as a result, we
SENATE CQNF/lll'J.T/OIJ
are losing many other civil liberties. Affirmative
HEA,IN" IN SISSCH
action and other
en:titlement programs have been
<
severely limited by previous decisions of the court,.
SCJ&TEc r.· SOPllEl'IE
C0<11!T NO"llHEE
and the future of the Civil Rights Act of 1990 may also
I>4.'if0 SOUTER
be in jeopardy.
President Bush assures us that Justice Souter will
be a strict constructionist - meaning that he will
confine his interpretation to what is expressly written
in the Constitution. Without a liberal influence from
the court system, black people may be further
disenfranchised by the elimination · of entitlement
programs. Our leaders cannot continue to sit on their
laurels and accept the lessef of two evils. We are
·against his confirmation because we have too much
too lose. Historically 'oppressed people in this country Dear Editor,
'
are finally beginning to rise and we cannot afford to be
''It's impossible to keep everyone
knocked down further.
out."
I
The above is the statemeht that
William Keene , dean of Rdsidencc
Life, made in response to the attempted
rape of a young woman in the Quad last

Virtually eveI')'thing gained by black people in this community · are often rooted in the perception of
country has been gained by d,etermination and struggle. students as bourgeois. We could also experience a
Our presence at universities like this one is the product decrease in crimes committed on campus.
By
of the struggles of our forefathers - n1any of whom have remaining removed from the neighboring community,
died in order to give us t.he opp:>rtunities and privileges we appear to be unlike our own people who live here.
that we so often take for granted today. Therefore, our Thus, we havC become the most likely candidate to
rich history of struggle and survival should remind us have vicious crimes perpetrated against us. Also, we
that· we all have an eternal obliga'tion to combat the could enjoy the rich fulfillment from knowing that we
insane war of poverty and neglect declared on our l.C?S> h.ave ,be~n instrumental in uplifting our people.
peo°ple.
- ·
, , ... ,,.,1, 1,;JI .Jqe . 3N,1ual Commµnity Day held last ~eekend
. As a side effect of the increase in oil prices from the . ... was, ;:i.,,st5P,1 jn11the rigbf d\l:~tion. ljg-.y,e"/!i~i._'f~•.ca~n?~ .
fiasco in the Persian Gulf, the cost of living will continue to restrict the importance of celebrations
inevitably increase, thus, leaving manY poor people many of us often do by observing them only on one
poorer, and many troubled black communities deeper in designated day. We must begin to treat everyday as if
trouble. Our communities have been in serious need of it were Community Day by becoming more active in
help long before any of the United States military service work. Some students have already done so and
actions were ever underway.
Through community have shown a vested interest in alle'liating the
service, we can seize the gauntlet and champion our conditions created by the J 'benign neglect'' of our
peoples cause by helping them to continue to survive.
people. Unfortunately, most students on this campus
The general perception of Howard students in the have not followed their noble examples.
community surrounding the university, as well as in
We cannot continue, to close our eyes to the
most of the city, is not favorable. The consensus is that problems in our communities. Furthermore, we must
Howard students are ''stuck·up'', · ''snobbish'', and any not wait for the government to do something about our
other adjectives that describe a conceited attitude. By problems. It is becoming clear that they are often the
working within the community, students could at least source of them. We must continue to solve our own
attempt to change this negative image that h¥ existed pro~ems, and Howard students must become a part of
for years.
the effort. With our economy worsening eac"h day, we
Moreover, the formation of a positive image of too may falter during the hard times to come. Just as
Howard students is crucial for the development of n1any of our people have faltered. Hence, if those more
healthy relations with the ' commUnity because the , fortunat.e than we are adopt attitudes similar to the ones
divisions between students and the neighboring many of us have, we are in for big trouble.
1

Obviously, the security at Howard
University is not ..adequate'' as Dean
Keene asserts. lf it were, then the young
woman would not have experienced the
horror of attempted sexual assault in her
donn room.
Perhaps Keene cannot understand

because sexism will not allow him to.
The truth is that one in every seven
col)e~e women is a,victim of rape. And
I shudder to tl)ink. o1 .the effect ~at his
indifi:ere'!~
on the firs!

and ~-~·itivity .wjl1 have
year student who is now
experiencing flashbacks of the day she
heard the menacing words, ''Take your
panLS off and get on the bed!'' in her own
home. Keene's response is especially

Dear Editor,

In last week's article regarding
student's ooncem with going to Kuwait,
I feel compelled to share some light on
the situation.
Unfortunately, my brother is there
and is experiencing flfst-hand the
agitation and uncertainty of the
situation. In a recent letter he shared
with me the deplorable conditions in

,,

•

••

•

in

the sexist indifference to rape

_alanning sinQc it is entirely possible that
there are many women at Howard who
were n~ able to escape, as 90 percent of
campus lapes go unreporte<j.
The Howard Community has
consistently been lax on addressing
women's issues. But sexual assault
cannot be overlooked or dismisKd. It is
nor a debatable concept like sexism or
''machoism''. It is a real, physical,
violent act - a nightmare that one
woman experiences every 15 minutes in
this country with her eyes wide open.
•
Women at Howard, ! and their
brothers who are revolutionary enough
to stand with them, need to band
together and form an organization with
the aid of HUSA. The reason being that
it is apparent wo~t;n on this campus
cannot depend on administrators like
Keene ,, ,w)Jq 1 ~r,e ,supposed to be
responsible for their protection.
This organization's name should
reflect the result of rape. Perhaps it
should be called HURT (Howard
University Rape Task forc.c) because

which he and many other brothers were ,
living. They are exposed to intense heat
during the day and exucme cold during
the night. C.Onditions are such that
bathing occurs only twice a week. Also,
they must drink 6-8 gallons of water a
day. Perhaps the most favorable aspect
of the situation is that they receive mail.
I am making a plea to you- all of my
colleagues and fellow members of the
community- to write letters to our

rape huru. It huru the victim, her family
and others close to her for the rest of her
life. It also dismantles the confidence in
safety among the women in the
community around her.

Security in the Quad is not
''foolproor' as dean Keene believes and
it is foolhardy to believe that the women
in the Quad are resting any easier
because of his false words.
I wonder if Keene would be as blase
about an attempted rape involving his
wife or daughter. I wonder if he wouJd
be so indifferent if an attacker entered
. his home and blinded his wife with fire
extinguisher fluid. I wonder how safe
and comforted he would feel if he
sought justice and ·the police ,replied
"It's impossible to, ~ everyone out."
•

Retha Powers
School of Communications

Brothers in Kuwait We must let them
know we Clll< and that· they 111< oot
forgotten.
Please address your letter to the
brothers in Kuwait and drop tbell) off in
the HUSA "office.
·
Peace! I!
Julia Mclendon
School of BusillCS!I
•

\
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Council's Bad Business
The 1990-91 School of Business Student Council
has valiantly withstood the brunt of an intense short-fall
in funding. They are beginning the year with only
$9,000 as a result of paying the previous council's
$19,000 debt. Although the sacrifices and commitments
of this years-leaders are '. commendable and may atone
last year's foul-up, measures should be taken to ensure
that this will not happen ag«in.
Last year's student counpil 's short-fall came largely
from one endeavor. The council planned a banquet with
a ''floating budget'' - in other words, they spent money
that they did not have. It appears that by choosing the
Grand Hyatt, one of the most expen'sive hotels in the
city, the members of the council wanted the very best.
• Knowing funds were limited1 why would the council
hold a fuhction at such an expensive sight? It is true that
corporations would be highly attracted to a business
\lfeek conference held at an exclusive location;
bOwever, we must realize that the student council
represc;:nts students. Certainly corporatiOns real'ize this
~ince many of them come to numerous career fairs on
~is campus.
Moreover, ·it appears that businesses
would have been more impressed if the council had
~tilized its resourcefulness by selecting a sight that
would have been less expensive, thus, ensuring
-.i maximized profits and minimized losses. Last year's
mishap seems to reflect bad business sense.
Our student leaders must not repeat the mistakes of
the past student leaders. Each year it appears that actions
by student leaders have prompted us ·to question their
integrity. The economic situation at this university
makes it as clear as day that student organizations will

•

Dean Keene: A lesson

week.

.

,

definitely not receive an increase in university
funding. It further suggests that there could possibly
be cuts. If we can not adequately manage the little
money we now receive, we obviously will not be
trusted handling larger sums of money.
Since the establishment of HUSA in 1961, student
governments have proliferated on this campus.
Ranging from the freshman representative of the
College of Liberal Arts to the HUSA presiden~
representatives come
from all corners of the
university.
There are nearly 20 different
governmental entities that operate on this campus. As
a result, our student government and their efforts are
splintered across campus. Moreover, the general
assembly meeting held the third Wednesday of each
month does not appear to be enough to guarantee the
fonnation of closely knit bonds in our student
goverrunent. Representatives who are required to
attend have consistently lacked the incentive to fulftll
this requirement and others simply are not required to
attend.
• E·,..ery year decisive steps have been taken to
encourag~ unity
am9ngst student governments.
Unfonunate!y, they always seem to fail. Since fines
and penalties seem to fail, the time may have come for
u~ to take more drastic measures to correct these
Problems. We must be tougher on our student officials
and impeachment should not be ruled out. Student
officials year end and year out cannot continue to act
•
on their own ambitions. The times are far too grave
and we need leaders who understand that leadership is
not about dollars but integrity.
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We welcome your
letters and comments
The Hilltop welcomes your
views on any public is.5'~. We
routinely condense letters for
space. We also coned errors of
style, spelling and punctuation.
We publish only original fadual
material addressed to us. We do not
publish poetry or open letters.

,

Faculty and administrators are
encouraged to write and share their
ideas and innovations.
•

.... Send to: Letters to the .Editor
The Hilltop
! 2217 4th St. N.W. ·
Washloaton, D.C. 20059

,

Letters as well as commentaries
must be typed and signed, complete

±

with full address and telephone
number.
The opinions exp
on the
Editorial Page of the Hil top do not
nccossarily reflect the op1n1ons of
Howard
University,
its
administration, The Hilltop Board or

'

the studcnl body.
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an's guide
should· be left at home
'

Last week I was flipping through the
T V with the remote, trying to kill some
time while waiting for the shuttle bus to
take me on campus. The bus was late
again {but that 's another story) so I
thought I'd kill a few minutes by
watching the tube.

·.

women, and how black women should believe from the morne
of her
begin sharing their men (now that last conception to the time of her ath, the
idea might make an interesting 61ack woman's only purpose on
is
experiment.)
to scheme, manipulate and lie. In Ali's
I asked around campus to see if I perception of the African.American
could come up with a copy of the book. society, the black woman will use
I wasn 't disappointed. You ' d be whatever is at her disposal, the least of
surprised to find out how many copies which is sex, to get what she wants.
of this book are currently floating
The broad generalizations alone take
Eric L Smith
around the yard. For those that haven't away from any limited credibility that.
I stopped, flipping through the read the book, I'll give a brief synopsis: the book might have. In Ali's world,
statiom wht'f I got to the Donahue' ' Ali sets the stage in the opening there are no exceptions. All black
show. His guest that morning was statement of the book. ''The Blackman women fall into three categories-the
Shahrazad Ali, by now the infamous and Blackwoman in America have a lower grade, the average, and the high
author of ''The Blackman's Guide to problem. They do not get along. Before class.
Understanding the Black\voman." At lhe Blackman can devise a solution he
The lower grade woman can be
that pOlnt I had already heard about her must know the components of lhe identified by her odorous smell,
bOOk, but I had thought mosl of the problem. The first factor is lhat the aggressive behavior and bad taste in
hoopla had died down. I was surprised Blackwoman is out of control. She does clothing. The average woman is one that
to find many women on the program not submil 10 guidance by her God- does not routinely use drugs but ''might
were still highly outraged by what she given mate: the Blackman. Her get high every once in a while." She
had written.
intention to overpower ~d sulxlue the enjoys the Jheri--curl look and spends
I only caught the last few minutes of Blackman is motivated by several most of her money on clothes. But Ali
the show, but whit I heard made me factors, the most prevalent being her saves her harshest criticism for those in
want to see the book myself and see self-inflicted
nearly
psychotic the high class'. The Women in this
what all the fuss was alx:iut. Up to that insecurity. Her disrespect for the category are described as ''rats who
point, all I had heard was how Ali Blackman is a direct cause of the behaves like dogs while purring like a
was talking about .how the black woman destruction of the Black: family."
cat." These women are moody and
was keeping the black man down, how
From that point, Ali goes in several disagn:eable, and will only tolerale a
black men have a right to beat up on different directiom that would have you black man if he fits the mold of what a

he thirst for

and scraps of paper from the children
and teach yourself to read.
Now after five years of teaching
yourself to read, you can write,
complete sentences and read many
books. Your enthusiasm and thirst for
knowledge has grown so strong that you
will risk beatings if the master catches
you reading. You know that he cannot
take away your new knowledge. The
more you read the more you learn that
there are both blacks and whites
fighting for the alx:ilition of slavery.
You feel that you now also have the
responsibility of letting those who
cannot read know that slavery has
reached its peak and will soon crumple.
You hav,e verbalized and also

!
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oogie Howser -what are you really saying
This is an open letter to those ·who
thi+, that talk of a ''coru;piracy'' leveled
at ~lack America is a farce.
i..ast night (Sept. 19) while watching •
teleEion, I saw a 15 second sound bite
pro oting ''Doogie Howser's'' fall
pre ·ere episode. I 4,ecided to check it
out based purely ' on the imagery
nted to me. It depicted a black

'

•

matf (Nathan~.' ~eing invited oyer
0oope's house ~~dinner. Th~ image
entided me to watch the prograin to see
how they treated the situation. . What I
saw from that point on left me in a state
of shock, not to ~ention outra~e.
' program from the second it aired
to he moment of its demise,
enca sulated in a nutshell white
Anieli',can's narrow racist view of the
blaciJ condition. I would love to fill you
in o~ 'the specifics of my position, but
sp~ does not permit me to. It's safe to
say ~ou&l1, the fncidents and imagery
were ~mtant, arid too numerous to fill
this paper, let alone one article.
Hopefully, after reading this ''hysteria''
you also will bC able to decide for
yourself. Thr~gh viewing and viewing
alone can you truly comprehend the
meaning of these ~rds and the anger of
J
my tone . .

I

' should be like.
black man
the mouth.''
The book goes from the shocking to the
In this day and age, when so much
outrageous when it not only condones violence exists in lx:ith the black and
spouse abuse, but actually tells where white communities, for someone to
the proper location is to strike the blow. actually condone this type of activity in
''There is never 'an excuse for hitting a the search of gaining a better
Blackwonian anywhere except in the. understanding of their spouse is
mouth. Because it is from that hole, in negligent and frightening.
the lower part of her face, that all her
If a man had written this bOOk, it
rebellion culminates into wonb,'' Ali would have been called sexist If any
wrote. ''If she ignores the authority and white person had written it, it would
superiority. of the Blackman, there is a have been called racist The fact that a
penalty. When she crosses this line and black woman wrote it is in my mind very
becomes viciously insulting it is time sad. That she would have so little
for the Blickman to soundly slap her in disregard for her race and gender

confuses me. Does she think so little of
herself that she believes it is someone
else's right to abuse her for speaking her
mind. If so, maybe she should invest in
a little psychiatric counseling.
But Ms: Ali is correct in one aspect.
There 1s a need for greater
understanding between AfricanAmerican men and women. But the
book she has written can only lead to
more misunderstandings and greater,
confusion. 1 only hope that any damage
that this book has done to our
community isn't irreversible.
Eric L. Smith is a senior in the School
of Communications

owledge should never be quenched

Picture yoW"Self as i\ sla.ve, wearing when the master is away you can
ack.les around your neck and feet that execute that plan. Other times, yolj are
on't allow you to move far. If you dare so depressed and your thoughts are
k at your master 6rhis mistress the filled with such hopelessness lhat your
ong way you can always count on a mind thinks of ways to end your misery
'
hipping. The bruises
you have by committing suicide.
1
r ceived from these whippings are
On other days, you feel jealousy
aria Pinkston
lhroughou• your oody when you see
1
.:j;;.:::..;;;;_~.;:.;.:..:;:..:.:..:.:____--'
your master's chijdren all dressed up in
their fancies to go to school. When the
ginning to swell up and your body children return home you overhear
ks more and more like that of a them practicing their A,B,C's and
savage beast.
f.2,3's. You have a deep desire to learn
\ Often your thoughts~nder around and practice with them; however, it is
th idea of being free. When you are not ~gainst the law for slaves to be taught to
w king in the hot sun you sometimes fead or write. Therefore, you· decide
pl n your escape, hoping one day that You will steal ct>pies 6f old textbooks

•

•

In shon, the program dualized the

relationship between Doogie Howser, a
16 year-cld genius (white America) and
Nathan, an armed robber who has just
been released from jail (black America)
in correlation to the problems directly
affecting the black community. They
tried to deal with the lack br
achievement within- this utopiiln
· society, as perceived by the racist
writers and producers of this show.The ''m ind!~· · viewer picks up the
notion that blame is rightfully placed on
black America. For all intents and
purposes a label which is stereotypical,
and just a plain lie, told from the mouth
of the sinner himself. It doesn't stop
there, they go on to tell us of their
solution. They instill in the viewer the
notion that the only way blacks in
general can achieve is through the
opportunity presented by the white
man. In exchange for this opportunity,
he (black America) should be thankful
•
and cherish the chance bestowed upon
him by, we'll just call him for now ''the
man''.
This I perceive as a docile
assimilationist approach at best, and
what I truly feel is an Uncle Tom, thank
you for giving me the chance (even
though I deserve it), condescending
attitude. And for the situation of black

•

people, and society as a whole, a useless
mind-set to keep us in our places. It has
not worked yet, nor will this attitude
attain us true freedom, just the freedom
they want for us.
The majority of you will never get
the opportunity to view this program in
one sense, but those of you who don't
need not worry because it confronts us
daily. The second we step outside our
door, (some are so unfortunate they
don't have to travel that far, they live
with it) bombarding us with racist
conditioning that affects those of us
who are not as capable of dealing with
such a brutal attack.
In closing, I would like to address
those who may still be undecided on the
whole ''conspiracy" question. I also fel~
there was something going on, but like
most people I had no notion that
someone \V01.ild deliberately develop
programs (institutions etc.) in order to
rationalize their past unimaginable and
racist behavior, and also to suppress the
dreams and futures Or OW' children, not
to mention us. Sorry to say, I was
wrong. And if by accident or puqx>Se,
I'm a believer now.
This fight ahead or us is larger than
any one of us can ever hope to imagine.
I'm glad they warned me.
David P. Suker is a Howard
University studenJ.

illustrated to your fellow brothers and
sisters that ''the white man has kept us
under his rule for too long and that ii is
time that we as a people unite as one and
fight for our freedom." You did not
realize that your writings would be
taught in classrooms to lx:it.l_i white and
black students 200 hundred years later.
Today, Sept. 28, 1990, we have
studied the writings of Equia.no, Phyllis
Wheatley, Frederick Douglass, Jupiter
Hammon, and George MC>SC.$ Horton.
All of these people have a few things in
common; for one they're black, but
they 'Vere also .s~yes one time in their
lives and they al~ with the exception of
Phyllis Wheatley, were never given the
chance 'for an equal education like we

•

freedom simply because they could not
read.
As students at Howard, we should
want to learn what blacks felt and how
talenled and gifted blacks truly are. Our
thirst for knowledge should never be
quenched. It is sad to think: that all the
fighting and struggling OW' ancestors_
did for us to receive an equal education
were in vain. Knowledge is the key to
success and that is the reason we are
here at Howard. Our desire for
knowledge desperately needs to be
increased if we ever want to understand
lhe political and social system that we
arc involved in today.
.•
Maria Pinkston is a sophomore ur
the Sclwol of Comnwnication.s -

have been given today. They risked
their lives ju.st to quench their thirst for
knowledge. Many of the most famous
speeclies and quotes have come from
these and others blacks who had the
desire to leapt.
Today that desire has virtually been
flushed OOwn the toilet. Students have
thousands of resources available to
them to i.nacase their knowledge and
yet many o( them feel that it isn't that
big of a deal. We have learned how
there was slavery in Africa long before
the Europeans came and took slaves.
We haYe alio learned alx:iut the evil
conniving ways slave masters used to
trick former slaves to sign over their

, I

Judge -Not Lest You Be Judged!
may be appearing just because ethnic
beauty is ''in'' (that is according to
Vogue) or it may be because more
young A!ricam are seeing the beauty
that lies within themselves naturally.
Whatever the intention of my new
found ''naturally Hair-cd." sisters, I must
take this opportunity to salute them.
When one who was raised on
straightening combs, kiddie kit relaxer
and other pe:1 ms becomes courageous, I
sec her choice as a liberating act
Toni D. Blackman
Otange no matter how big or small can
added cultural flair to thek style. Theil be a challenge especially when going
heaviest criticisms were made of girls again.st the norm or the status quo. The
who have found natural hairstyles. sister with the natural ''do'' may- not
They justified their harsh criticism by even realize the statement that she is
saying things like, ''now you know she making. but if she were to examine
would never have done that before it television commercials on all four of the
was in.'' It was safe to assume that they networb she would not See an image of
had not considered the ·fashion herself on either of these channels.
statement being made by their ''in'' When little African girls sec woµien
hairstyles.
,
'
that are ''happy to be nappy" they learn
I pondered wetber or not their about another part of themselves that
judgements were fair or if there was any most don't know.
It is funny how people see things
substance to them. Indeed, the number
of sisters wearing natural hairstyles has without looking at the entire picture. If
increased, but no one has the right- to those two sisters had actually thought
make a judgement about one's (\hoice of about what they were saying, they
style .except for the one who is lwearing would have realized two thins<: I) they
it The multitude of natural hairstyles were putting down others for doing

Walking across the yard this time of
year is always an adventure. There is no
telling what one might see or hear. On
this particular·day I was walking behind
two sisters. Their hair was wrapped.
faces done and they had the strut or
juniors. (There was too much pep in
their step to be seniors.)
They que.stioned the intentiom of
their own fellow Howardites who have

something that they were doing 1
Oooking good and being fashionable~
2) they were perpetuating the disunity
of our people by not acknowledging the
oneness that we share regardless of hair
preference and 3) displaying thek own
insecurities along with a negative self·
concept.
We spend so much time inquiring
about others and not enough time
investigating ourselves and our own
motives. Question yourself before you
question the intentions of someone else.
Realiz.e the judgmental· individuals are
usually that way because they have not
accepted themselves and their own set
of problems . It's easier for them to
focus on what they ''think"is someone
else's problem. Sometimes we sisters
are just as guilty as those who instituted
these societal norms of pcejudi<:c aOO
self-hate. Even though it may sound
cliche-ish, what is most important~ is
what is ins.ide.
To salute tho.se sisters with natural
hairstyles is not to put down those
without them. It is merely a recogni~on J
of their choice to be themselves.

Toni D. Blaclcman is a senior in lite
Sdiool of Communiauioos.
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Computer Science
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Engineering ·
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Thursday, October 4, 1990
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Blackburn enter
Hi111iOP Lounge
10:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M .
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'
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/

· ·Refres.h ments Pro vi . ed

•

'

•
•

•
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10:00 A.M. - Writing
1

I

•

.,

Effe~tive

i

Resumes ·

. .

r"

11 :00 A.M. - Interviewing to Get the Job
•

1.1 :00 P.M. - Corporate Success In the First Year

I

'

Guest Speakers: (Howard Alumni}
•

. • Glegg Watson, Manager, Xerox
.
• Allen Counts, Partner,
.
Pryor, Mcclendon, Counts & Co.

•
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Howard alumrtus receives tnixed reactions
•

•
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Varying opinions on Demodratic Mayoral nominee, Sharon Pratt Dixon
r

By Causha T. VaM
Hilltop Staff Reporter

As an alumna of Howard University

and a black woman, Democra tic
mayoral nominee Sharon Pratt Dixon
rec.eives mixed reactions from Howard
students and faculty.
Debra Barnes, a senior fashi·Jn
design major finds herself dissatisfied
with the nomination of Dixon becallSC
of Dixon's role on Howard University's

•

Board of Trustees.
Barnes said ·that Dixon's ''apparent
support of controversial board nominee

•

Lee Atwater, regardless of his political
background, shows that Dixon is an
'anything for a dollar person.'''
Barnes also added that she did not
trust Dixon as a resul( of certain
comments made by Dixon during
former drug and perjury trial of Mayor

Marion Bany. "Blacks should suppon

Guardian Angel protests Klans' rght to march.

one another in times of need. Dixon did

Demonstratdrs prepare

Dixon was out for his job."
Kahil i Sha rpe, a senior hotel
management major, views Dixon's
response to Barry in a different lighl
According to Sharpe, many others felt

not suppon Barry in the least. Instead,

that Bany should resign. "Dixon didn't
Sanburg said

By _wencly Johnson

I

beat around the bush; she was brave
enough to speak what was on her mind."
Because of such actions, Sharpe
believes that ''Dixon will be brave and
truthful in dealing with the
governmcnt.r'

Sharpe said that he sup pons Dixon
mainly bcca
he fmds her vows to
clean house, very inspiring . He also
interprets
r slogan as one that
acknowlcdg~ Dixon will do her best to
''Qeanup D.f::·• as well as strive for the
upliftment qf the African-American
community iD D.C."
Tracy St~bbleficld, a sophomore
zoology major, supports Dixon only
because ''she was the better choice out
of the other candidates,'' but she also
complained that Dixon ''seems a bit
standoffish and not in twic with the
problems of the working class."
The sophomore cited Dixon's
reaction to the Bany trial as negative.
''As black people, we should not
criticize one another in public, the
media just loves that kind of thing.''

She added that she sees a parallel
between Dixon and Douglass Wilder,
Governor of Virginia, in that neither
"really address the issues of the black
c.ommunity ." ''As far as her 'cleaning
house,' I'd have to see it to believe it."

prcside~t

. I

I·

April Silver,
of Howard
"Hopefully, because she is a Howard
University's Student Association, said
graduate she will not be a 'yes' woman,
Dixon ''has a big responsibility on her and will get things done," he added.
hands." Silver believes that Dixon may
Michelle Schoultz, a broadcasl
be a belier candidate than Turner;
· iournalism major, views Dix:on·'s
however she is ''hesitant to endorse
candidacy as positive. ''Theie is a need
her."
for intelligent, minority women in
Silver also questions Dixon 's
decision making positioiis in the
sincerity because ''she has been acCuscd
government."
of being a bandwagon type of person."
She cited the Mayor's drug trial m
Silver acknowledged and credited · proof thal ''black men lend to fall prey IO
Dixon 's public statements of student drug; and sex. We need a black woman
support, during the. Howard University
in office beca~ it's tough. She will
sludent protest as positive, but says that succeed.''
she has ''to listen to Dixon now," before
According to Lorenzo Morris, a
she can arrive at any definite
professor in the political science
conclusions.
department, Dixon might have a
Kevin
DeShields,
a senior
positive effed on D.C She has a chance
microbiology major, views Dixon 's
IO establish a professional type of
mayoral nomination as ''positive
gi>vemance, and presumably a better
because she is a woman." According to image for the city.
•
DcShiclds, '' Whites arc often
Morris said that statistics show
intimidated by black µten in positions of
percent of Dixon's votes coming from
JX>wer." He also said that ''as a woman, white districts, whereas black
Dixon will be able to make whites
communities in addition to poor
I
comfortable; therefore she can do ·oomml.Dlities, were n:sponsible for only

ro

more."

Deshields cites the fact that Dixon is
a Howard University alumna as

imponant. He said that the legacy of a
Howard University education may be
one of Dixon 's positive points.

the Klan filed an

•

20 percent of Dixon's voa.

Based on these statistics, Morris
believes that Dixon ''projecb a positive
image in the while commuiiity," which
will enable her to "open doom in the
black community through policy."

application on Monday, Sept. 17 with
the district 's police department,
requesting a permit to march.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

A11ti-Ku Klux Klan demonstrators
once ag;1in are preparing to combat the
Klan's tentative plan to n1arch in the
districc on Oct. 28.

While the Klan awaits word on the
progress of the permit, anti -Klan
organizations are preparing to counterdemonstrat e. The APC is also

According to Brenda Sanburg,
l1rganizcr for tl1e All Peoples Congress,
1he K;l;rn called upon the federal
govemn1cnt to intcn'cne on tl1eir behalf
to secure their rigl1t to march. After
failing in tl1eir efforts to n1arch Labor
Day v.·eckcnd. v.•hich is attributed to the
large anti-KJan protesters, the KJan
\'O\ved to· return and keep returning
until they took over.

sponsoring a petition that will prevent
Klan members from obtaining a permit
to march.

A city-wide rally, sponsored by the
APC, is scheduled for Oct. 13, at the
Casadelpueblo, fcirmer Town Reunited
Methodi st

Chu rch ,

si tulited

at

Columbia Rd. and 15 St. N.W. at 7 p.m..
For more i"nformation on the petition
drive or rally call APC at 332-5041.

•

Students respond to Barry's retrial verdict
By Ketth Bryant

~n

and Fellcla Parks
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''The ovcrwhelniing evidence is now
a matter of public record," said U.S.
Attorney Jay B. Stephens, on Sept. 17.
after announcing that he would not
attempt to retry Mayor Marion Barry on
the 12 illegal drug and perjury counts of
which he was acquitted of earlier.
''Now the resideqts of this city as

•

-

'

I

ell as citizens from across the nation
themselves evaluate the truth,
concerning allegations of illegal drug
abuse and deception that had hung like
a dark cloud over the chief executive of
the nation's capital," Stephens said.
The Barry trial has been seen by
many as a relief to a long and drawn out
battle between the mayor and the
government, t!'specially within the
Howard community where students
have mixed reactions to Stephen 's

Sharon Huey, a junior international
major,
the best
dects1on. The nation ! capital has been
embarrassed enough.
.
Dr. Ron Walters, chairman of
Howard's political science department,
also agreed with the decision. ''I think it
was a good thing. The outcome would
have been predictable if they went to
trial,''

b~n.e.ss

ap~- ''~t's

Walters also made note of the
probability that if the prosecution
dee~.
"I think it's a good decision,' so would haft sought a retrial it might
much time and effort has been wasted in... have "'reignited racial tensions and
catching him. It would h?ve been more caused unrest in the city.
Not everyone agreed that the
time and effort wasted. It's time to put
it to rest,'' said Marvin tfamilton, a decision is entirely good. Fred
Charleston, a sophomore broadcast
junior advertising major.
the
As some feel that it is time to put the jownalism major, believes that
controversy and embarrassment behind mayor may be getting off too easy. ''I
the city, others feel that Barry has paid think it showed that despite the forces
his dues. " I think he should step down that be, if a man is popular he is above
from running for any public office. He the Jaw."
Others believe that Stephens was in a
has caused too much controversy,'' said
''It's a catch-22
Shaun
Rowan
a
sophomore no win situation.
situation. If they would have tried him,
international business

some

people would have cried raaiism.
And the fact that they didn't leaves
people complaining that another top
official got off easy, " said Ron Porter,
a junicx. fihn maj~.
The court is set to sentence Barry on
the misdemeanor charge of illegal
Darcotics poosessiOn Oct 26. Stephens
expressed in his statement that he is
pushing for a jail term. "11le one-year
imprisonment Marion Barry now facts
provides an adequate basis for the court
to appropriately pwtish Barry for the
pattern
of
criminal
conduct
demonstrated by the government's
evidence," Stephens said

Barry is running for a seat on the
D.C. City Cooncil. The general electioo .
is 11 days after his sentence date.
In spite of this, Dr. Walters said that
he doesn't believe the mayOr will get
any jail time. "First offenders rarely get
jail lime. So if Judge Jacks<in did
sentence Bany{lo a jail term he would\
have to justify this. It would also anger
the citizens of D.C I would be surprised
if he gets any time.

•

Ja.mmtn.9 tn c[u.f> M.a.ti.sse
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During che pasr rhree decades, che Aerospace Corporation has played a viral role in che successes of the U.S. space exp{oration and national defense programs. qver chese years, a greac!many
men and women have concribuced cheir calencs and cheir knowledge 1n one of the greacesc ofall
ream efforts.
If you are interested in Sarellire Incegradon and Test, Spacecraft Dcvelopmc;nc! .Solid.(1:.iquid
Propulsion Systems, or any of the ocher hundreds of aeronaucicaVasrronics special1oes, v1s1t our
represenrao·ves at the

CAREER EXPLORATION JOB FAIR
October3
Interviews wiH be conducted November 1
Be pare of a ream char is involved in all project phases from conceptualization. ~o su~fi.Jl
completion. An advanced degree in Engineering or Science is prefe~ and U.S. c1llzenship is
required. Please concacc che College Placement Oflice for more det&Jls.

The Aerospace Corporation is an allirmarive action employer headquartered in Los Angc/cs, CA .

.Al" The Aerospace
An Affirmative Action

f
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dark," Worthy said.

Worthy
~

· "They realize that the U.S. people
and the U.S. government are two

continued from page 3

different matters," he added.
Out of all the different types of

BcCause of this feeling, he has been

stories Worthy has written, he said he

able

tt

obtain interviews with terrorists,

enjoys articles that demolish dangerous

black panthers, the Iranian students
holdi1g the American hostages back in

· matter of fact, Iranians who have lived
in the U.S. have said that it is~Cr for an
American in Iran in the middle o{ an
anti·American demonstration that it is
for an American in U.S. cities after

myths that most Americans have, such
as the fear of the peoples of the Middle
East.
After Worthy's passport was
confiscated in 1957, folk singer Phil
Ochs wrote and performed the song,
'The Ballad of William Worthy." In it
Ochs sang, ''You're living in the free
world; in the free world you must stay."
But, according to Worthy, he will
oontinuc the search for news no matter
where it takes him.

Shuttle
oontinued from page 2
time.''
~ffice of Residence Life has
Worked bn improving thC speed of the
service during peak time hours. ''We
have five buses in the system when most
students arc getting out of clas.s. We cut
the ~top at Slowe and Carver to
minimize the time of the route," said
Coleman.
But some Slowe aod Carver
residents are not pleased with the
elimination of their stop.
,- DeWayne Davis, a sophomore Slow
Hall residence, said, "'Slowe and Carver

are off- campus dorms. Howard said
they would provide transportation to
those residences that are off- campus~ I
don't care how far or how near, we ii.re
still off-campus. What about the rain?
What about the oold?''
Students are enoouraged to direct
their complaints to the Office of
Special Programs located in the
Tubman Quadrangle in Room 18, or call
806-5ll61. Coleman also said they will
be holding a meeting with the bus
company in early October. The meeting
will include student representatives
from HUSA. dorm hall councils or
anyone else that has a ooncern. For
more information about the meeting,
contact the Office of Special Programs.

early 1980 and others. These ~ situation
may appear to be dangerou~ but to'
Worthy it. was just part of the job.
'' I never felt unsafe in Iran or

anywhere else that I can recall. As a

'

Suspect

•

I
continued from page 1

'

'

ln ·a;di1ion, he noted the victims
share .several similarities. All of the
victims are black women in their mid2.Qs, all were abducted berween 11 p.m.
and 2 a.m. and all were waiting for
transportation or walking from one
place to another when they were
accosted.
Police have increased night-time
patrols, "( ?nd the department urges
·women who have been assaulted to call
police.
They also st re ssed the
impJrtance of women being cautious
and avoiding poorly lit streets late at
night.
Dennis Synder, executive director of
the D.C. Rape Crisis Center, provided
Lhc following rules in regards to rapes :
Female students should walk in groups;

trust your instinct, if a· situation feels
bad react immediately; if you decide to
fight back, always do it immediately;
yell fire, instead of rape because this
will draw more attention ; carry a
whistle in your hand; if you decide to
carry a weapon, be fully prepared to use
- it; legs are stronger than arms, therefore
a kick in the vulnerable parts, which are
the eyes, nose and Adams apple.
Holland O'quinn, a sophomore
public relations major at Howard said ,
''I know not to walk in D.C. alone, no
matter what time of the day. It 's just too
dangerous.''
District statistics also show an
increase in rapes in the District.
According to District police officials, in
the first six n1onths of this Year, there
has been 128 reported rapes, compared
to 77 reported in the same period in
1989. Statistics also show in 1988, the
number of reported rapes was 145,
nearly as many were reported' in thC fi·rst
half of this year.

on their side as they stopped the Bison
on their next posses.sion and got fine
field position at the Howard 28. S.C.
continued from page I
State failed to make a fust down, so
1973, this sc.ore cou1d have easily been senior placek.icker William Wrighten
•
the . ing poinL
came on to attempt a 37-yard field goal.
\ However, this Bison team iS But again the Bison met the challenge as
diffe nL And it showed when Carr senior defensive end Gary Willingham
mou ted a 16-play drive that covered 68 broke through and blocked the attempl
yar
but . ·. ;.ore importantly took six
The game moved into overtime and
minu , and led to a MOSSQp 24-yard the Bison got the coin flip. The Midfield goal for a 13· 7 advantage.
Eastem Athletic Conference has had an
''I thought th'at was an important overtime rule since the NCAA allowed
drive'' said Wilson. ''After the ID, they conferences to adopt the tiebreaker
were sky high. But that long drivC system in 1982. Each team is given
see~ to take away that momentum possession 25 yar& from the goal line.
and give them something to think
Teams can earn fust downs and keep
abou .''
possession until they score, have a
~o.st of third quarter was a standoff
turnover, or lose the ball on downs.
until fhe Bison struck the Bulldogs with
Carr helped on the first overtime
a 41-rard pa.s.s from Carr to junior wide series by making
13-yard run· on a
receiver George Humes.
scramble through the middJe on third
~umes was recruited to Howard by
and 13 from t!ie .Bulldog 28.
his brother Ea~! , a former defensive
In five plays, Howard was at the
~ back at Howard, and now secondary' State two yard line. Then from the 20,
c.oac for the Bulldogs.
Mossop converted his third field goal of
the game.
That 20-7 advantage appeared to be
reaso ably safe.
But . the resilient
The Bulldogs then started from the
Bu11 gs, playing before a home crowd 25. Three plays gained four yards. But
•
of 11
, refused to let the Bison take instead of sending Wrighten into
c.on I. They mounted a nine-play, 63- · attempt a field goal that wou1d tie the
yard 1drive culminated by a 5-yard game, S.C. State Coach William
touchdown run by freshman QB Robert Jeffries opted to go for the big play on
HembY, with 2:22 remaining in the third fourth down
period.
Ho\..ard junior corneJback (Price)
stepped in front of Bulldog ~ide
aolh defenses got_tougher and the 94 rec.eiver, Jeffrey Mack, intercepted the
desrcei heat reduce.d the level of play as ball and preserved the Bison's third win
the game Wore on.
of the season and seventh straight dating
, With onJy· 2:41 remaining in the back to last season. It also marked the
game, Carr rele~ a ball downfield second time ·1 • that Price had
under pres.sure that was picked off by accomplished ' that feat.
His
defensive ~ack Wayne McDowell, interception at the t"·o yard line
who:!,he raced 38 yard$ untouched for preserved the Bison's 26-21 win over
the
re toi send the Bulldog faithful Southern earlier in the season.
into a lfrenz~.
The c.onversion wou1d have given
''This group finds a way to win and
the Bupdogs their fust lead of the game. we have individuals who make big
But~ PAT was thwarted when senior
plays when we need them," said
linebaCker Kenneth Newsome broke Wilson. ''I know we haven't won here
throudi and blocked the kick.
in a long· time, but ~e thin~ don't
Despite the blocked kick, the matter. All that matters i.\ that we are 3Bulldo appeared to have momentum 0.••

a

'

S~ee5ti~d

from page 2

1990. /
In a~diti~n to the commission's
advice he president encouraged the
audien to Work with him in the task of
''trimmi g the tree."
''I ask ~ach. and. every member of the
Howard Un1vers1ty community to join
me as w~ seek to rededicate ourselves to
what H!l'lward has proved it can do so
well in the past and to refocus our goals
so as td be'ter serve the nation and the
world in the' future. And this applies to
.

A9

our teacltlng, our research, our public
service," Jenifer said.
Students support the views the
president expressed during his
oonvocation address.
''I was very impressed with how
detailed and brief Dr. Jenifer's speech
was and I felt that he left everyone
feeling very confident about the future
of Howard U," said LaWanza Spears, a
sophomore.
l
However, for changes to be effective,
the ''community'' must unite as a family
and embrace all people regardless of
race, sex or country of origin.
''Scrap that old-fashioned talk about
'the Howard University commbnity, '''
Jenifer said. ''What ['m really talking
•

Pl~dging
continued from page 2
the baJ while others said they were
against it. Some other members said
that . th1y had no comment but would
wait tojhear from their national offices,
who give them their orders.
In J recent attempt to inteiview the
eight chapter presidents most refused to
comment.
But Isome students who are interested
in joiJ;g the various organizations, '!.fld
some CJreek members, have expressed
I
concern abou.t the change and wonder
~xactl~ what the new process will
entail. !
Hofever, the groups remain
secretire about the process and have
said t~at interested members will find
out aa::ordingly.
Brian David Nicholas, a member of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. Alpha
Chapter, said that the process has

I

~

always been secretive and not releasing
detailed infonnation has always been a
rule. But he said that the entire pledging
pericxl waS not to show off on campus,
but to build· character.
''We want people 'to join who are
truly attracted to the ideas of
brotherhood, service and scholarship,"
Nicholas said.
Hill , the Delta representative, said
''you will find oul about the
membership intake process of an
organization when you show interest in
that particular organization."
Over the summer, many of the
organizations set guidelines - that the
individual groups will follow .
However, Belinda-Lightfoot Watkins,
acting student activities director, said
that the university has not been
informed of specific guidelines.
''We have sent the national
organizations a letter requesting
information about the new intake
'

to negotiate the requests of the
resignation of certain members on their
school's board
continued from page 1
Barry negotiated terms under which
the resignations would not occur
had
been
secured,
student
immediately as the. students had wished
representative Michael Warren said he
In Barry's proposal, the board membei.
was relieved about the success of the
would have until March of 19<Jl to
protest
resign.
''I think now that we have seized
Wednesday , Mayoral candidate
Buildink 38 and 39, they have to listen
Sharon Pratt Dixon met with students.
since r'e 've shut down business.
She made commitments to work with
''Maybe now we can build a dialogue
'
students demand$ within
the mayor's
.
I
h
.
since we ave seized total control,''
office if she is elected' in January.
Warrenj said.
Students wariltd a ''sweep'' of their
Poli icians and me bers of. ,the·• l>oard, bl!l.lia!l.. Al!~'8'nt•re8t in the
Black Congressional Caucus arrived to
removal of three specific members:
assist ~ n negotiations. Councilman
Cynthia Smith, Nira Longa, and
Harry Thomas, Congressmen Ron
Patricia ~Matthews.
Dellums and Mervyn Dymally of
Faculty and certain board members
Califorriia, Dr. Alim Mohammed, and
such as Joseph Webb said he found
Jesse Jackson had joined with students.
student's demands legitimate. He
Thrmugl1out the protest, several
expressed concern in reaching a
Howard students were ".isible assisting
compromise with students.
UDC students with food or securing
Although UDC is a community
students safety. Strong convictions had
school with a diverse student body of
d1tterent age ranges and interests, the
led Howard student Ray Davis to
students steadfast were in their
participate in the protesL
I
demands.
''I think the UDC protest has
Leon Thomas, a student organizer,
explosive implications. The demands
said that he liked his school and he knew
· on the c;ity's educational .system and for
improvements had to be made.
better ~ducational conditions shows the
•
''Students are standing for their
unity qf the student body. I hope other
rights and w~t change, and they want it
school&· will come to support t~~
fast Everything that happens is going to
takeover and make the need plain for
affect the students. l.'.m.. UDC's Soldier
student ~ take action now,'' said Davis.
and part of UDC's speaking body. I've
He isaid that some members of Nia
Force r-vere instrumental in helping to . decided to speak out," Thomas said
Monica Nunes, another UDC
provide some of the students with food.
Attorney Donald Temple, who also student, said, "I'm a volleyball player.
counseled Howard students during their They cut programs over night without
talking to players or coaches. The
· protest in the spring of 1989, helped
UDC's' students write out a settlement . football , women 's basketball, and
Yet, Barry was not there to make volley ball team have been cut,'' she
negotiations official. The mayor's said " They' re not caring about the
office ,was called several times for his students and programs."
''They've been getting worse within
cooperation
in
ass1st1ng
the
the athletics program as far as keeping
negotiations between students and the
school He did not make an appearance students academically eligible, keeping
them housed and sufficiently fed.
on th~] campus that evening.
have to get the mayor here," . Meetings with the board on several
academic problems haven 't been well
Thomron said as he spoke to students.
''1be ipayor has not acted and we have received. We keep getting the run
to hold him accountable. Everyone else around," said Jeffrey Sellers.
He also felt that the school needed
has responded, members of the board,
Chairman (Dave Clarke) of CitY, more .effective programs to become a
council. Why are they here at 12:30 at full university. ''We need to m~e this
night? Why can 't he come? What is he more of a campus," Sellers added ...
''Previous times the board wou1d not
doing?'' said Thompson.
A student which did not want to be give ~ a full board meeting. It's tragic
identified said that they wanted the this kind of thing has to occur before it
takes notice. We 'll stay as lon~ as it
same support they gave him.
Finally, students were able io meet takes to get what we want.'' said
with the Mayor Marion Barry Thursday Thompson.

UDC

.

' Wf

1

about is 'the Howard University education and leadership.
Family.' And it is an inclusive family, Jenifer also praised the university's
not an exclusive family.''
high standards in calling Howard thC'
The president desaibed this family as ''wellspring of leadership'' and
one that. includes people of all positions, promised to make the nation recogniz.e
even janitors.
Howard's accomplishments pointing
''It embraces· those who come to work at out that many recently elected officials,
Howard in uniforms and spend their including Va. Governor L Douglas
. time mopping our floors or cutting our ~ild~r and New York Mayor David,
grass and those who come to work in D1nk1ns, received degrees from
three-piece suits and move a lot of Howard Univetsity.
. _ paper," Jenifer said.
The president, who is the first alumnus
Dr. John E. Jacob, chairman of the lo preside over the university, sajd he
Board of Trustees presided over the takes. pleasure in proclaiming the fact
convocation and introduced Jenifer, the that he holds two degrees, a Bachelors
fourth African-American president of and a Master of Science, from Howard
Howard University. Jacob emphasized University.
·
Howard's tradition of excellence in Leon Cosby cOlllribuled ro this report.

Fears
continued from page I
crack heads from the surrounding
oommunities," he stated
H~ also said security officers at
Howard don't gel paid as much as
officers at white universities .
''Compared with security offictrs at
many of the predominantly white
universities who aren't required to carry

•
pistols and night sticks, our starting
salaries are about $5,000 less than
theirs. We have families to go liiome to,
so why risk our lives when we aren't
getting as much as securily offidcrs. at
other schools v.·ho have little or no crime
to deal with,'' he said.
At press time, the assailant has not
been apprehended and there are no leads.
according to Howard Secur·ity
lnvestigations Departmenl

process," Watkins said.
Brian Jackson, a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fr~temity, Inc. Beta Chapter,
said that the new membership process
will be in effect.
''It doesn't matter what the intake
process involves," Jackson said.
''because each individual chapter is
going to make sure that the new people
being brought into the fraternity are
respected in brotherhood as well as
begin forming a bond between the
members of their line."
Although the process is
changing some organizations may not
be able to intake new members. Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., Alpha Chapter
whi~h is currently on suspension, wili
not 1n~ke any new members this spring, according to George E. Holmes, a
religious studies doctoral candidate.
''Our suspension will be lifted in the
spring of 1991, and at that time the
university and local graduate chapter

will determine when the next intake
process will be,'' Holmes said.
Suspension prohibits organizations
frcnn participating in any organized
activities and is oonsidered one Step
from non-existence. Many suspensions
in the past have resulted from hazing.
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, !nc. is
e.xpected to return to campus this year
after previously being suspended.
''We will be back sooner than you
think,'' said Eric Cole, a member orKappa Alpha Psi and grad~te student
in the School of Business. J
The rumors that the Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. Alpha Chapter has
been suspended were not confirmed by ·t
any of their members.
''We have not received any
information regarding the AKA's,"
Watkins said. ''As far as Howard is
concerned they are oot on any sort of
suspension and they are able to conduct
business as usual."

•

I

the new Shuttle Bus system was now
another way to get to cam~
Pageant
Cathy Shephard was voted
continued from page 1 HomeCo ming Queen 1980 by the
students. Most of the Home.coming
began to change. She was no longer just activities for 1980 required almost oo
the Homecoming Queen she had fees. Attractions like the Home.coming
become an ambassador to the Coffeehouse were held in the Punchoul
university.
At the Coffeehouse, students sipped
Although the exact date is not beverages ranging from coffee to whiic
recorded. during this period the students wine. They nibbled on bread, fruit, and
were no longer judged by their peers but cheese while they sat in th~ candlelight
by a panel of judges (the same way it is listening to poetry readings and intoday.)
house jazz.
• After •·lo!lf ~~IJ'M';;.. ;
.
<0ntestan ' and-lhe jud&es KareJi Watts 1.98,L-B9. st ,.. • won the ti~e that year.
During the first part of the decade 00
There was a big dispute in the talent new changes were made relating to the
competition because one woman, pageant, in fact very little was written
Angela Bridges used the ~ same musical about Miss Howard
piece tha'.t another contestant had
Miss Howard of 1985 is Karen
chosen deSpite- the committee warning White. She was the fust queen to
her against it and was selected the demand that Miss Howard be more
winner.
active outside of the university.
Students protested her victory,
According to a 1985 Hilltop article,
acoording to one Hilltop article, the White said, ''I don't feel that I have that
judges complied giving the title finally much influence.'' "I want to work very
to Watts.
closely with the student government"
Still other students, fans o~ Bridges, In addition to working with the student
believed the decision was u.r.fair and government, White was also a hostess
began to retaliate. The Hilltop recorded for a variety of program.$ sponsored by
that Watts later that week found that her ·Howard .
Homecoming gifts were sto~en. The
gifts consisted of a 1~rat gtjld charm
•
bracelet with a gold heart charm, one 1987-89
Homecoming 1987 was considered
pair of white gold diamond earrings
with a matching neckJace, and a leather the worst Homecoming in the history of
pouch.
Howard University. The events and
pageant were extremely unorganized
1978
and believed to be an embarrassment to
In
1978, the Homecoming Howard, acrording to students. Many
Committee Chairman decided to then committee members The entire
change the selection procedure for Miss disaster was blamed on one person, Joe
Howard by reinstating student votes. Gibson,
Homecoming
Steering
The Chainnan was quoted in the Hilltop Committee Otairman.
saying that the procedure was an
One nightmare of Homecoming was
attempt ''to get maximum participation the Miss Howard pageant The pageant
on the student's behalf," and alleviate , programs ''were mere Credit sheets,"
•
all controversy.
_acmrd,ing to an 1987 Hilltop editorial.
Once again, some students disagrCe<i It was quoted that the I~~ of names for
with that decision. They said that the coordinators .and director$ were ''...
voting would be slanted due to the printed in jesL '' Also a number of
popu1arity of some candidates. '"The -technical problems, such as · the
queen might be selected on the basis of contestants music being ill-timed and
popularity not talent," according to a too loud, ruined the perfonnan~ of
1978 Hilltop article.
·many contestants.
The worst part of the nightmare
1979
occurred when it was time to announce
Miss Howard Due to an enonnous
The following year the procedures tabulation error the wrong oontestant
changed again. The new Homecoming was announced as Miss Howard,
Committee allowed on1y the students resulting in ''a tremendous emotional let
who actually saw the c.ontestants to vote down for one oontestant and lack of
for the ambassador.
recognition for another," according to a
In addition, the Homecoming Hilltop editorial.
1
Committee comprised a file for
At the end of the program the
pageants to alert future organizers audience as well as a contestant was
possible problems and errors made in lead to believe that there wa.< an actual
prevK>us pageants.
winner of the pageant However, after
the curtain dropped the so-called queen
1980
Another decade arrives. It is the was stripped of crown and sash.
BO's. On television the new fall season A=rding to an article in the Hilltop, a
featured ''Joanie Loves Chachie," and backstage witness state that the
''Square Pegs." The record industry had oontestant wa.s "grabbed by the wrist
been introduced to Vanity 6, and the and warned by a 'coordinator' to keep
medical field discovered the SID quiet abou~ the error."
herpes. Al Howard, the School of
Ftnally, Jennifer C Thomas as Miss
BusiJleM· was nearing completion and Howard 1987.
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Thirteen key businesses. Each number one or number two in the global market it serves.
Say , h~llo

to today's GE.

I

' From medical systems to engineered plastics, aircraft engines to financial services, GE is a
'
world leader. Few other companies achieve such strength through diversity, or offer its people
such a wide array of challenging opportunities.
'·

•
'

This fall, GE representatives will be on campus looking for talented people who can help extend
the Company's world-class position into the 21st century. If you believe you're one of those
people, we'd like to talk to you.

'

•

Our Howard University schedule is:

•

•

• Career Day
• Information Session
1
• Interviews
- School of Engineering
- School of Business

I

October3
October 16

•

•

•

. October 17
October 18

I

Students. interested in learning more about the different opportunities GE has to o~fer are
encouraged to attend the October 16th Information Session in the Blackburn-Center.
Representatives from various GE businesses and tr~ining programs will be on hand to discuss
career choi~es. Below is a list of those businesses and programs, that will be represented on
our interview schedules.

•
I

'

•

·1

GE B••siness/Program

•

Disciplines
.··.; :-. . ··.< :

GE Information Services
GE Aerospace
Financial Management Program
Info Systems Management Program
Edison Engineering Program
GE. Aircraft Engines
GE Capital
GE Power Generation Services ,
GE Medical Systems
•
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We bring good things to life
An equal opportunity employer
'
•
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Helping _
hurting
hair-do's

'Hey Baby' addresses

i

, local relations
Alumni hopes film crnshes stereotypes
By Keith Bryant

By Richard Aowera
and Melanie Brodus

HilltoP Staff Reporter

The ·rise of black independent
filmmakers has made it possible for
su.bject matter close -to the black
community to be examined. This past
summer, Howard University graduate
Maria Jones produced and directed a
short film about the divisions between
Howard students and the local
community.
The 11-minute short film titled ''Hey
Baby!'', looks at the misconceptions
and biases that many students and
members of the commwlity have Of
each other.

Hilltop Staff Reporters

The fact that college students kno\v
little alx:iut ·maintaining healthy hair,
was the general theme expressed by
Barry Fletcher, a hair designer at
Tuesday night's Hair and Beauty

Workshop held at the Armour J.
Blackbum Center.
The w,ork.shop highlighted aspects of

black hair care which featu.red FJetcher,
owner of Avant Garde Hair Gallery and
the Avant Garde style team comprised

of about 25 hair stylists. One .of the
n1any reasons Fletcher said students

iones, 24, graduated from Howard
in 1988 and since has made D.C. her
home. ''I feel that I am a member of both

neglect their hair is because of their
limite~ budgets.
''With limited
rcsourcijs, students usually put hair care
at the bb11om of their priority list."
He discouraged students from using
permanent hair colors, relaxers,
t bleaches or any other chemical products
on their hair at home. ''Sevenly-five
percent of the people who do their hair
al home have problems such as
breakage and disease," Fletcher said.
''Hair represenlS 1hC black woman 's
bea,uty, so they should invest in
professional sen•ice and professional
products.··
During the workshop Flelcher
highlighted sonlC of the myths about
black hair care. Sleeping with rollers.
according to Fletcher. does not make
better curls.
In fact, he s:iid that it only takes 2030 minutes for the curl to fonn sleeping
in rollers. Additionally, he mentioned
that sleeping with hair rollers,
regardless of the type, stresses the hair
and causes breakage.
Another misconception Fletlter
pointed ollt is that all drug store
produclS are good for black hair.
He does not believe this to be true
because the products are mass produced
for the purpose of profit, and makers do
not take inlo co1,1sid~.ration the needs of
black hair and pioduce professional
products designed specifically for black
hair.
The belief that the hair is not a living
organism, Fletcher said, is not true.
''Like skin, teeth and nails, thC ~air
extracts-its nourishment from the blciod.
However, due lO the absence of nerves,
hair has no feelings."
•

.

Howard student models a stylish healthy head of hair.
Hair makeovers \Vere done for son1e
members for of the audience like Erika
Woods, a freshman \Vho received a ne\V
hairdo. '"They changed n1y layered bob
to a Chinese bob, and \O\'C tl1c nC\\'
look ."
The \VOrkshop drew students of all
classifications and majors and filled
Blackburn Ballroom to capacity.
''The
worksh op
Was
very
educational for students. And I think
everyone here, including n1ysclf. got

i

son1etl1ing out of it.'' said Lisa Brennon.
Fletcher gave SC\'Cra l helpful tips for
health)' hair:
-Eat foods rich in Vitan1in-B
co111ple1x such as '''hole grain. peas ;ind
nuts.
-Avoid excessive quantities of s.1lt.
-Eal lots of fresh fruits and
vegetables.
-Take cod liver oil tablets on a
consistent basis (rich in Vitan1in-A)
-Avoid cigarette sn1oking.

African
.
-•
music rides
a new wave

-Avoid overeating of animal ind
h)'drogenated f<its 111d refined
carbohydrates (white sugar. white
flour).
-Maintain a balanced diet. including
focxls that are naturally rich in
vitamins, minerals and proteins.
-Drink plenty of water.
for better care.
Fletcher's 1wo hair galleries are
located on Addison Road in Capitol
Heights: MD aid at 2COJ M Street N.W.

Fiimmaker Marla Jones

I 'b'I'
the students' respons1
11ty to reach out
Number one, because we are privileged
communities. I have seen so many and the ones who are here for an
negative incidents between Howard education," Jones said. ''We come from
students and the community, I decided different places and live . in their
to Write about it,'' Jones said.
neighborhood. As black people we
''Hey Baby!'' stars Danny Williams, have so much to give to one another.
a local comedian (who can be heard on They have a lot to offer and we have .so
r3idio station WPGC Thursday much to giv:e to one another, so we
mornings) and Howard student Je.ssica should be sharing resources to create a
Keith.
Danny is from the local black power base - economic and
community and tries to pick up Jessica social," Jones said.
as she waits on the bus returning from
Her dedication to black film is
the grocery store. . The film then similar to that of Spike Lee, one of her-'
revolves around the two characters influences. Jones met l..ce in San
expressing
the
problems
and Francisco when she was 14, while he
stereotypes that they have with each was showing his award-winning
others' communities.
student film , ''Joe's Bed-Stuy
Jones will present a ''preview'' of the Barbershop-We Cut Heads."
film on WHMM channel 32's
The film captured real life, th~
''Spotlight''. This version is in both essence of city people, I was blown
black-and-while film and color vidi:o.
away that he could recreate that,'' Jones
This is a break from the usual style of said.
''Spotlight''. ''They were looking for a
Jones was born in New York but
variance from the usual documentary ,/ grew up in Oak.land, Calif. Her mother
style. ''Spotlight'' wants to increase is an actress and exJX>sed her to .the arts
their membership, and documentaries very early, but it wasn't until she came
only attract a certain audience," Jones to Howard that she d<;cided to go into
said.
film .
She credits professor Haile
Another version, the ''experimental'' Gerima as one of her ''main influences''
version, will be entirely in black-and- along with her mother and Lee. '"His
white film with only sound being music was the class [scriptwriting) that I got
and some voice-Overs. "''Hey Baby!'' the most out of," Jones said
can be seen on "'Spotlight'' Sepl. 30.
For her next project, Jones will be
The experimental version will be working on a feature-length drama
used by Jones to showcase her talents as about black high school life in D.C She
a filmmaker.
She plans to hold points out the need for a movie that
screenings of ''Hey Baby!'' at Howard's approaches young blacks with a sense
School of Communications and the Key of seriousneSs. •·we owe it to the kids.
Theater in Georgetown sometime The last serious movie about black
during mid-October.
teenagers Was 'Cooley High';'' Jones
··1 personally feel that at Howard it's said .

•

Beautiful
Nails
Nia
Style
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By Kimberly Coleman
Hilltop Staff Aepoitet

Howard students have unique ways

'of making some extra money. Some cut

By Usa M. Miiier
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Music echoing the new vitality of
Africa and its culture is the kind of
music that world renown musicians,

'

Hugh Masckela and Youssou N'Dour,
will play for those who attend the
concert featuring them at C.o~tution
Hall on Saturday, September 29, at 8

P!11·

'
,

'

Masekela, co-writer/composer of
the successful Broadway musi cal
''Sarafina!'', has performed with Paul
Simon on the Graceland tour, has his
own group entitled Kalahari (which
features four Graceland aJbum and tour
alumni), and had the tremendous '70s
hit ''Grazing in the Grass," has now
returned to the music scene with his new
album entitled 'Uptownship.'
The trumpeter explained the theory
behind the title of his album.
'''Uptown', in the New York sense
means Harlem, and township is the
South African scene I come from, so the
African-Amerian
connection
is
'Uptownship'. Ju the Uptownship era,
Africans and African-Americans,

through music and fashion, culture and
education, will continue lO break down
the remaining barriers."

N 'Dour was int~oduced to the
'
American
n1usic scene by musician
Peter Gabriel during Gabriel's world
tour. He had already been a star in
Africa and Europe, and has also been
featured on Simon's ''Graceland''
album.
Born in Dakar, Senegal, N'Dour and
his band have grown into one of the
most popular bands in West Africa.
''I'm a new generation of African
music;" he said to writer Gene Santoro."
... ''I'm African, yes, but I like to play

music for everybody. But my identity is
African - that will never change."
His new album 'SET' captures a
fresh and new sound of the urban pulse
of N'Dour's hometown Dakar.
)" hopes to bridge African and
black An1erican cultures together
through the celebration of song, with the
jazzy tunes of Masckcla and the urban
rhythms of N'Dour, studenls are
encouraged to attend the concert and
listen to the n1usic of a culture once lost
but now found.

hair, some paint jackets, and others like
Nia Augustirie, find other ways to
scrape together a few bucks.
Augustine is a studen t by day and a
11ail technician by night.
The Chicago native is a sophomore
in the School of Communications who
began doing nails about three years ago.
She said that she became interested in
nails because, ''I was tired of paying
other people to do my nails and I
realized I could do them better myself."
Howard students have begun taking
notice of Augustine 's skills. She now
boasts of a clientele of more than 75
students. ''I began doing my friend
..Alicia's ga.ils because she was the only
person I knew who wore tips. Her
friends liked my Work and they also
reoommended me to their friends."
Because of her growing popularity,

Nall designs by Nia on customer Alicia Allum's nalls.
sculpting nails has become Augustine's
way of earning extra money for school.
''Some people think that this is just a
hobby, it's not. It's a real job that takes
a lot of time and patience," she said.
Augustine estimates that it takes
about one hour and 15 minutes to apply
a full set of tips. Sculptured nails take
between 15-30 minutes longer.
According to Augustine, the
difference between tips and so1lptured
nails is that a fonn is applied underneath
the natural nail and a sculptured nail is

.

'

fonned from the acrylic. Tips are just
applied over the natural nail.

"They both look like your real nails
and the nails arc allowed to grow
underneath.
Some customer.> aren't
able lO get sculps because your nail must
be a certain length for me to place the
fonns beneath them."
It is recommended that customers
rome in for a fill-in every two weeks.
Augustine said thal fill-ins arc
•

see NAILS, page 2
•

Attention all poets!
Tempo is looking for poetry which has so~ething ~ea~gful to e'.'l'ICSS or something stri~y
just for laughs! Whatever your preference, if you think it s something you want to share with
studenls, drop it by the Hilltop for serious consideration for Tempo's new POEIRY CORNER
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Pageant Update:
Allied Health

e

Engineering

By Tanyn Nole

1

'

g'"t

glory to God."

1

•

The School of Engineering held
. their 1990 Miss School of Engineering
Pageant on .Sept. 21 in the School of
Social Work auditorium, where
contestant
Medina Burrell was
crowned the winner and will go on to
represent her school in the upcoming
Miss Howard Pageant.
The other oontestanlS were Carol
Maloney from South Carolina,
Stephanie Jones from Maryland, Oteryl
Carter from Oklahoma, and Lisa
Kinnard from Maryland. All of the
ladies con1peting were juniors.
Each contestant was judged on her
skil l, execution, prepared~ess, and
originality. The six judges consisted of
a mixture of students and faculty. They
were Tonia Birdsong, Jill Williams,
Kevin Harris, and Owen Williams
representing the student body, and Dr.
Robert Efimba
and Dr. Carmen
Cannon who are faculty members.
The pageant began with each
contestant, all of whom were wearing
African attire, introducing herself to the
audience .
The talent competition
followed, with the compet~tors all
giving uniq_ue performances.
Burrell ended the t?lent competition
with the acappella version of ''Sister,''
as performed tty Shug Avery in ''The
Color Purple.''
The pageant ended with the
question/answer
segment;
and
although the quest.ion/answer segment
is traditionally one of the toughest parts
of the compel.it.ion, all of the ladies
answered their questions with poise and
confidence.

The School of Liberal Arts presented
a ''Portrait of Black Women'' Monday,
Sept. 24, at the Howard Inn , to
showcase the talents ofthe seven young
ladies vying to representing their
school.
Brook Allison Barrick, winner of the
pageant, entertained the audience by
singing ''So Strong'', a song by South
African songwriter Jali Sibbre. Barrick
is a mathematics major with a minor in
education. During the question/answer

Nails
'

continued from page 1

necessary to cover up any new growth
and to repolish the nails. ''Fill-ins keep
the nails looking fresh . It's just like
getting a touch-up for you hair," she
said.
AuguStine also specializes in nail
designs which are very popular on
campus lhis year. She 's able to pajnt
simple designs like the moon or the
stars. She can also paint faces ' or even
inscn .a gold hoop in the nail.
"I have rhinestones, gold or copper
foil, snakeskin, laser lights, and gold or
silver beads. I can also polish the nail in
twcrtoncs or multi-colors," she added
Augustitie estimates that she spends
about $700 yearly on supplies. But she
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create graphics, charts and spreadsheets, there's an
IBM Personal System/2' that's right for you.
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usually bu)'S her products at one time
and rare!)' runs out. ''It'expensive, but if
you have a nice size clientele )' OU can
cover your expenses.''
The manicurist charges $40 for
sculptured nails, $35 for tips and
acrylics, $15 for fill-ins, and $10 for a
basic manicure. Custonters must pay
extra for dCsigns on the nai l according to
the type of design.
If interested in having great looking
nails you· can find ··Nails by Nia''
business cards floating across campus.
Or you may know one of her clients.
August.inc is usually available in the
evening and will come direc1ly to your
home for the appointment. One word of
warning: ''Homecoming is my busiest
time of the yea r. Make your
apPOinunents earl)•.''

Carpenter on economics major from

and introduction of the judges. Dr.
N~w York; .Samedi Morris, a political· Charles Harris, associate dean of
science major; and, Lisa Green, an administration and Dr. Alvin Shorter
Afro-American Studies major from associate dean for student academic
Colorado.
affairs, are both professors in the
Each contestant was required to political science department
com~te in a talent competition, a
Other judges were: Issac Tunis, a
Williams performed a dramati~ question/answer series, and an evening
interpretation
titled
''Our gown competitidn. Jones did a Hair Designer and style director foi
Grandmothers,'' by Maya Angelou. monologue called ''About Atlanta'' by OGGJ Hair Salon in D.C and Lyna
S~nd runner-up, Jennifer Wately, a Ntzake Shange. Carpenter did a vocal Andrews, a graduate student in exercise
physiology and director of the Howard
ph1l~phy major fonn New Jersey, and piano perfonnance "Out Here On
University band dancers •The 00 I.A
also did a dramatic interpretation which !:1-Y Own" by Irene Cara. Morris sang
lA Girls."
was called ''What Shall We Tell Our
God Bless the Child'' by Billie
Leslie Lewis, as.sistant director of
Children''.
Holiday. Green perfonned a dramitic student affairs for publications, and
The four other contestants in the interpretation titled ''Ballad of
April Silver an English major and
pageant were Kali Jones, an En~ish 'Birmingham,'' by Dudley Randall.
President of the Howard University major from Lousiana; Pamela
The pageant began with a -welcome Student Association were also judges.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Hilltop Starr Reporters

sang

section of the pageant, Brooks spoke of
her position as a role model. ''I can be
th~ best role model for young people by
being the best I can be," she said.
Also competing in the pageant was
lst runner-up, Artimese Williams a
political science major from Califo~ia

By Aisha Beckett

and Aisha Beckett

· Rita Montgomery was crowned
MC.S Allied Health 1990-1991 after her
graceful response in the question/
~er segment on whether she would
take a decrease in salary as a health care
professional.
''Yes, the health profession is about
what's in your heart, not in your
pocket;" she said. With her poise,
positi'o'.c answer, and dance routine,
Montgomery walked away with the
new Miss Allied Health title.
Montgomery, Terri Little and
Stephanie Bynum all competed for the
crown during the talent, evening gown
and question/ans~er periods.
Litµe
a stunning version of
''Harlem Blues'' and Bynum recited
'·Phenomenal Woman'' by Gwendolyn
Brooks.
Before
intermission, several
audience members seemed to think
Little would walk away with the crown,
although later, Montgomery won the
audience's supwrt
Claytonia Colbert, secretary for the
occupational therapy department and
-OnC of the judges said, ''My sheet came
out with Rita as the winner. I think the
key for me was the answer ·to her
question. She seems to embody all the
qualities Miss Allied Health should
have."\
Junior, Steve Y0rkeman said. ''She
deserved it. She hiid poise and grace ,
but m~ heart still gdts out to Terri Ll1tle
because she did a
job." .
When Montgomery was asked about
how she fell being the new Miss Allied
Health, all she could say was, ''I give the

•

Liberal Arts

By Klmberly Coleman

Hilltqi Stan Reporter
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PEOPLE
Sim1nons:
Creator
of
his
own
legacy
I
,
By Cydney Jone•
~ilttop

Staft Repa1B<
i '

Within Howard UniVersity's School

•

Gf Communications, Ryn- Simmons has
a reputation for being more than just a
tbacher. His classrooms are not sleep
I
.
zone,$ or lecture halls. Instead, they are
'
filled
with debates, discussions and
most of all, many students feel that they

e actually learning.
''Dr. Simmons exemplifies the

T

~nee

of being a good teacher. He
motivated me and gave me a sense to

learn," said Shautae Brown, a former
student. ''Simmons made me realize

1fw much I didn't know."

'
Simmons knOws the Importance of communicating

_I. Born and

ra~d

in Brooklyn, New
York. Simmons said he learned to
appreciate and respect differences in
Topic .at an early age.

''Growing up as a Muslim in the never intended to teach at Howard.
have much more to offer when you
projects, I 3.Iways knew that I was
After receiving a B.A. in Afro- • return to school. Your horizon nas been
different from the other children; American Studies, an M.S. in African broadened,'' he said.
therefore, I became more ac.cepting of History and an M.S. in education from
wgen asked what makes him
people. who strayed away from the the State University of New York at different from the rest of the faculty,
norm," Simmons said. ''Being an Albany, Simmons was on his way to Simmons said, "I try .to be the professor
outsider can either break you or make becoming a full-time student, free from I never had in college. I constantly tell
you. It made mf stronger.''
the pressures of a nine-to-five job. ,
my students not to Jet four years of
Frequently clad in African garb,
With his ultimate goal to one day college prevent them from getting an
Simmons tries to encourage males that teach mass communications in Africa. education.''
0
being Afrocentric and dressing in Simmons was advised to obtain his
Simmons said if blacks arc to
African attire is acceptable in the PhD.
succeed in the 21st century, they need .to
business world.
''Although I didn't originally plan to stop reacting and start acting.
''Women are riot as self-conscious as stay at Howard." Simmons said, ''I did
''People- need to realize ~ the
men arc . Brothers should feel • want at least one of my degrees to be ' American Dream' is most times
comfortable wearing Afrocentric from a black university.''
beyond our reach . We need to develop
clothing." said Sinunom.
Simmons recommended that our own legacy and create jobs for
In the few years Simmons has been students who plan to get their masters ourselves. Folks in Italy arc dancing to
teaching at Howard, his array of degrees take time off to explore the ''real rap music! Michael Jackson is the most
knowledge is listened to with open cars. world.''
popular entertainer in the world. We
Although he exemplifies what an
''If you travel and work before going have to go for OW'SClvcs and take the rest
instructor should be, Simmons said he to school for your masters degree, you of the world with us," Simmons said.
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SPEAK OUT

Richard Lee, 21

•

Kimberly R. McCord, 22
Senior, Engineering

Junior, Liberal Arts.
"Trying to persuade a president
who is not -going to listen, as
well as otlier white Americans
who are con~lirig the status
quo, would be ~possible."

I '

,(

•

Erica Wilson, 20
Junior, Liberal Arts

"Well I had class, and this is the

"I didn't know about it, they

first time I'm getting a break. I
didn't know it was going on. If
I'd known I would ,have been
there. "

should have passed [fliersJ
out:"

•

•

••

Adrian dell..agarde, 22
•

Junior,

'

Gordon Brown, 23

Senior, Business
''D~monstrating

in front of the
White House will not deter the
Bush administration from

Business

"First of all I did not know
about it. If I knew about it, I

supporting South Africa. We can

would have been there."

end Apartheid here and South
Africa by exposing and then
dejXlsing those white supremiSt1
regimes.''

' .•

J.

Kimberly Johnson, 21
Senior, Engineering
'' I wasn't informed. I wish I
was there, because I think this
was a very valid issue to
protest.''
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HOMECOMING

'

HAPPENINGS

October 12 - 20
I

.

~

,

•

1.

Spend next semester . at another
college/university: Berkeley,

Stanford, Vassar, University of
Massachusetts, Duke, and
•
several others. Deadline IS

I
t,

October 15.
•

Spend next semester, summer 1991,
or the academic year 1991-92 in
· another country. Hundreds of
programs available. Deadllines vary
according to program.
l

2,

PRE· PARTY
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12
ELECTRONIC VIDEO PARTY
BLACKBURN BALLROOM
10:00 PM - 2:00 AM
Students w/ Howard 1.D. & Certificate of
'
Validation $5.0D

The Homecoming Steering Committee of 1990 woula like to publicly_
disclaim any and all association with Michael Elazier and the alleged
Elazier ltd. marketing group. We are of the opinion that our official name
was deceptively used, without our consent or approval, in order to solicit
financial sponsorship for the production of 'Shades of Manhood
Calendars". We ask that the Howard community support us in our
position by not purchasing these calendars, and openly express our
annoyance with such unethical practices.

Thank you,

•

Homecoming 19.90
•

•

3. TICKETS

ON SALE FOR ALL EVENTS AT
CRAMTON BOX OFFICE NOW!!!

•

Study i\broad Library

*Buy early: First 500 get T-shirts FR eFk witl'I
•
ticket purchase

Room 119/121 Blackbum University Center
•

\
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•
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SGENES FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA'S STUDENT PROTEST '
PHOTOS BY KEITH DORMAN

,

.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---,~~~~~~~~~-,

'
•

Arm-In-arm: MemberS of UDC's football team and other studl!nts form a human barrier at lhe
door of Building 38.

As events quite down, some found time to get rest.

•

.

•

I

Mark Thompson discusses strategy with Congressman Ron Dellums of California as Donald Temple (center), lhe students '
attorney, keeps a watchful eye.

Rsts raised In unity, students galher outside

' '

•

jT

THE NON-STOP JAM!
''DEF JAM C• ASSICS
VOLUMES I & 11••

Michigan Bell Ameritech

1•

will be on campus for

Presentation, Reception
and
I.

• •

Employment Opportunities
1

'

•

Monday October 1, 1990 at 1:OOpm - 4:00pm
in the

Blackburn Forum

\

•
•

'
•
•

r
•

L
'DEF JAM CLASSK:S VOlUMES I l II;' WKP&

•

4N O l:V[RT

n.ti KAT kRPS PUMI ::111

cu r 's ... HIT . TMCS!i TM)COU.ECTlONS CONTAIN ...u. Tlfl[

ESSENTIALS . INCLUOI NG,.,.:. l"OWl:ltfl'UL l'ORCll OF l"lJSUC ENEMY,
THE IN,.0Y 4 ltY[ GROOVES Of' L

L. COOL J ANO TWll! Gl'IOUNO·BREAK ING

SOUNDS OF 3R0 0ASS . PLUS MOt!E fROM SLICK RICK.
THE BEASTIE BOYS AN D DEF JAM '5 FIRST LA.OT OF RAP , NIKKI 0.

ON HER DEBUT SINGL.-E LETTIN ' OFF STEA M .
5££ THIS SLICE OF R"-P HISTOtll WITH " YO' MTV' " RA PS

PRESENTS:

DEF JAM CLASSICS llOLS I & ll " ON >+CME VIDEO. HOSTS DR. riffc

AN O

ED L O VER PR£SE .. T 1 J OF 0£F JAM'S CLASSIC VIDEOS WITH SPECIAL

•

GUEST APPEAR• .. c cs ev Tl<E ARTISTS IMAGINE . •LL OF DEF JA1s V•OEO
tilGl<LIGl<lS ON ON[ EKCLUSIVE .C Ol..LECTIOlll .
Sec ANO tilE•ll RAP l<ISTO A• 1.. TtiE M ... ~ING " l)ff JAM CLASSICS
VOLU MES I

I

It" o .. DEF JA M /COLVMB!A . TH{ LAST WO R O 1.. R.o.P.

C~umbia

Available at the Wiz
10.99 Compact Disc
7. 99 Cassette
17.99 on Video

Ameritech/Michigan Bell Invites all Interested Bualneaa Administration,
Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering atudanta to a pizza party and
presentation on Monday, October 1at, Jn the Blackburn Center from 1PM to
4PM. Wt will also be et th• Career Day Program on Wednesday, October 3rd, In
the Blackburn Center. Pleaa·e come and learn more about our career
opportunities.

•
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Are you living large?

•
•

African-American males between the
ages of 40 and 65 have the highest
overall percentage of high blood
pressure among the entire American

By Cydney K. Jones

population.
African-Americans have the highest

relative percentages of being
•~verweight than any other community.
Studies have shown the diet of the

· Afritan-American

community,

consisting of many foods thatare very
high in starch and calorics, is qne of the
reasons for the large numbers of high
pressures found in African-Americans.
Not only does being overweight
increase your risk for heart problems,
but it also has been linked \Vith, diabetes.
Even with the recent advances in

•

finding a cure. for diabetes, it is still a
severe medical problem.,
And guys,, that does not exclude you,

AJong with the medical problems
associated with obesity, there are many
psychological ramifications. Teens and
yo~g adults arc many times ridiculed
by their peers and social groups which
can cause severe shyness, introvertness
and low self esteem, qualities which our
sisters and brothers cannot afford 10
have.
A1though the number of overweight
role models has increased with lhat of
Oprah Winfrey and Heavy D, even they
have expressed their dissatisfaction
with being plump.
In an article published by Oprah

.

PUMPING IRON.AND ZINC

''Poor eating habits are instilled at a

Winfrey, Wind Beneath My Wings,
with all her fortune and fame, she still
expressed her longing desire to lose
weight and keep it off.
In recent years, obesity, has been
suggested to be linked 10 genelic
imprinting. A1though this may be true,
proper eating habits and exercise are
both learned behaviors which can be
modified.
No, we arc not doomed to a life of
fatness eventhough our parents may be
themselves overweight, but, we must
take the necessary steps to control our
eating habits and monitor those of our
children.
According to Dr. Carolyn Goodd,
health educator al Howard University
Health Center, obesity in students is due
to a combination of poor eating habits
and lack of exercise.

HEALTH HINTS

young age. Modifying them at an early
age can help prevent obesity in our
community," said Goodd.
Surely with the current health food
craze and new health conscious vendors
on campus, students can maintain a
healthy diet in light of the hectic
schedu1es they are subjected to here at
Howard. In order to lose weight or
prevent weight gain, exercise must be
incorporated into students' daily
routines.
As hard as it may be. AfricanArnericans must ~uce the amounts of
fried chicken and buttered cornbread
we consume, and instead delight
ourselves in the cuisine of broiled fiSh
and fresh vegetables
Unlike Oprah Winfrey and Heavy D,
we cannot afford to be ''living large''.

.

I

The .role of heredity: Is it your fate to be fat?
.I
I

By Crystal Whaley
Hilltop Staff Reporter

'
You have probably
heard that
heredity can make you heavy. But
whether you arc canying a little extra
weight, or worrying that it · m._ay lie
ahead, because your once- slim mom
and dad are a little rounder around the
middle, docs not mean you are bound to
follow in their footsteps.
.·

I
I

•

A little knowledge and a few wise

prccautioll\ can help you control your
weight for the rest of your life.
There is a chance parents pass along
their weight tendencies with their DNA
the signs reveal whether or not you will
do the same generally appear early in
life.
The number of fat cells increase
when you are ·.one year of age, then rises
again at adolescence.
.
According to obesity researcher,
Thomas -A Wadden PhD. associate

professor of psychology at the put your curio.sity and possible excus~
University of Pennsylvania School of to rest.
According to experts, once fat cells
Medicine, the risk of a large weight gain
at these two times is about 40 percent if are created they cannot be eliminated.
only one parent has excess weight. If The only option is to shrink them
both parents have excess weight, your through the proper diet
D
If you have reached your twenties
chances increase to 70 percent.
''Research suggests that children of without suffering a weight problem,
heavy parents inherit a lower metabolic according to experts, chances are you
rate and a greater tendency to store fat have escaped the inheritance of fat
than normal-weight people," explained genes even if both of your parents are
heavy .
Dr. Wadden.
''Once you have passed the age of 20,
The weight loss center, sports
medicine clinic at Howard University the body loses about half a pound of
Hospital or the new weight loss muscle tissue annually, replacing it with
program at Howard University Health twic.e as much fat and a correspon~ingly
Center, can help you determine your slowed metabolism. For each pound of
muscle lost, your body actually bums
own metaboliC: rate.
There, technicians will record your approximately fifteen fewer calories
vital statistics; ificluding your height, per day," said Dr. Wadden.
There are ways to head off
weight, and body-fat percentage. You
will also receive a breathing test to find heaviness, be it due to genetics or less
out precisely how many calories your than conscientious food consun1ption.
Start cutting down on ,high fat foods like
body bums while at rest.
- Once this figure is compared to the butter and red meat, while increasing
established norms, you will be able to your intake of low-cal carbohydrates
r'

and protein.
A regular exercise program ''will
raise your metalx>lism and counteract
the slowdown," added Dr. Wadden'.
According to Dr. Wadden you will
need to burn approximately 1,500
calories a week; the equivalent of five,
one-hour walks (or any activities in the
hox below).

Zinc gluconate(a form of the
mineral zinc) is being called as the
new ''miracle mineral'', capable of
knocking out a oold if taken in large
enough quantities. But watch your
dosage, or you might become iron
deficient.
Oklahoma State Univer~ity
reseachers found that when young
women took 50 mg. of _zinc (an
amount readily avaiable iq."over the
counter supplements) daily for 10
weeks, their iron levels drastically
pludged.
This is probably because of of the
fact that the two minerals compete
for absorbtion into the bloodstream,
and zinc muscles out iron.
M. Kathleen Yadrick PhD.,R.D.,
a nutrionist who led the study, notes
the high doasges of zinc should be
taken with caution, especially with
young women. Young women are
already likely too low on iron, so
llnc loading could contribute to
anemia .
One solution for zinc lovers is to
increase iron intake. The effect of
the mcga·doscs of zinc required to

Can'einc Beveragd worsen

liquids that contain
caffeine-regardless of the amount
Drinking

• Running for an hour (at 6mph) three
times a week

'
• Horseback riding for an hour, four

.

times a week

• Skippiog rope for 30 minutes, six
times a week
1
• Oimbing stairs for an hour, four ti111es
a week
• Biking for an hour, three times a week
• Hiking with a 20-pound bact...wck
(around campus) at 4mph for two hours
twice a week

AN ONION A DAY
Good news for garlic and onion
lovers-these flavorful herbs may be
potent cancer._ fighters .
Reaserchers in the People's
Rebulic of China compared the eating
habits of more than 5,00 stomach
cancer patients with those of healthy
volunteers. results showed that more
garlic, onions, and scalliom a person
consumed, the less likely he or she
was to contract stomach cancer.
What is the secret of these zesty
foods, which have been used as folk
medicines for 3,()(() years? One cluc : Garlic, in particular, is known to
fight bacterial growth in the stomach,
which cuts down on the oonverson of
nitrates to potent Cancer-causing
substances.
While more research is required to
confinn the results, it can't bun to
increase your intake of these foods
now. But you may want to stock up on
your supply of breath mints.

•

-

FOR WOMEN ONLY
Premcnstrua..I Symptoms

TEN WAYS TO
WORK IT OFF

cure a cold ( as many as 12 23mg. pill
per day for up to a week) arc
unknown, so it might be smart to stick
with orange juice and bed rest

appears to be related to

consumed-

premenstrual syndrome according to
researchers at Oregon State University.
In the Oregon State University study,

published in September's American
Journal of Public Health, n:scarchm
enlisted 841 female students in what
lhcy were told was a ~udy of women's
health".
The subjects were asked to complete
a detailed questionnaire listing

symptoms of PMS and their severity and
IO keep a diary of liquKls conswned,
including water, as well as, coffee, tea,

..

'

and diet sodas., many of which contain

caffeine.

·'

The study, conducted between
Ocl.1988 ond Jan.1989, fow1d that 616
women- 73 percent of those who

•

participated-reported at leasl one
premenstrual symptom; and 603 women

reported oomumllJ& ar least one cup of
caffeine-containing beverage daily,
mostly in the fonn of soda.
Researchers discovered the more
sovcre the s)'IIlj>llllm of PMS-1ypically,
anxiety, dcpre$ion, nlOOd swings and
btoating·the more caffeine had been

consumed.
'
The researchers
suggested the
eliminatbn of caffeine could ~ the

-

scveriry ol PMS symptom'!. with in few
months.

~

'

'

-

,.
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Spol the JetPak Commut.r Book!
Ten one-way tickets for a mere $379. You11
save 36%-take the savings and wat<h 36%
more naughty foreign films.

Congratulations' You're on the scent of
the Pan Arn Shuttle's low one-way student fare
of $59~ But then you've always had a nose
• for a good deal.

'

•

Chew on this. Travelers with !Jls1' know
that there's no better way to travel between
Boston, New York and WaShington than the
Pan Am Shuttle!

The Pan Am Shuttle's schedule gives the
flexibility of the nimblest athlet.. Flights
depart every hour on the half hour. No reservations necessary...just show up and go.
So, getting out of town is never a hurdle.

•'

•

The Pan Am Shuttle low Youth Fares
will leave you with more dough where it counts...
in your hand.
•
You a1ways were quick on your feet! Pan Am
WorldPass~ The Richest Frequent Traveler
Program in the World~ will really get 'em
scurrying up the Matterhorn, stomping out a
flamenco in sunny Spain, or dangling out of a
hammock in Hawaii. Just dial J.g()().W>800()
and join Pan Am WorldPass troay.

•

'

'

-

Your finger is a wonderful digit' Use it to
onler your JetPak today by dialing these digits,
l-8()().22l·llll, or contacting your travel agl!nl

•

'
'
*The S59 VotJth Fare is valid Monday-Friday 10:30 AM-2:30 PM and
7:30 PM-9:30 PM, and Sunday 3:30 PM-9:30 PM . A $49 'ltJIJttl Fare is
available alt day Saturday and until 2:30 PM on SUnday. fares and schedule subject to change without notice . A $1 surcharge applies for flights
departing Boston . Youth faresarevalkl for passengers 12-24 years of age
with proper 10.

'
FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON , NEW.YORK AND WASHINGTON

·'---

'

•
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Bell Communications Research (Bellcore) provides the
research, engineering, and technical support necessary
to keep its owner/clients, the Bell operating companies,
. '
on the leaaing edge.

-

*'1ith over 8,000 highly talented employees on staff,
we are one of the largest research consortiums in the
world and the source of significant breakthroughs in a
wide variety of technical areas.
•
We have openings at our northern and central
New Jersey facilities for creative thinkers who are
interested in making a significant contribution in:
'

•
•
•
•
•

Software· Design and Development
Applied Research
Network Information Systems
Systems Engineering
Network Planning

'

•

•

•

A BS, MS or PhD degree in Computer Science,

Computer or Electrical Engineering is a requirement .
We're also looking for individuals with PhD degrees
in · Mathematics, Statistics, Operations Research,
Physics or Human Factors Engineering.
•

Sign up at the Career Planning & Placement Center
to meet our recruiters on campus, October 16.
Manager, Technical Employment
Bell Communications Research
Department .12719639190
4C-130, CN 1300
Piscataway, NJ 08854
An equal opportunitAmployer.

,
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J panese Justice Minister

''Our patience has been sorely testec!
neighborhoods and
''ruin
the
· atmosphere." He made the comment and abused by the continuing insulting
p Staff Reporter
after observing a nighttime raid of an and degrading remarks made by
area in Tokyo ,frequented by prostitutes. Japanese officials about African ·
e National Association for the
~'' It ' s like
in America when Americans .
We are particularly
Advancement of Colored · People will neighborhoods become mixed because incensed that at the same time Japanese
demonstrate in front of the Japanese blacks move in and whites are forced fmns seek African·Americans dollars.
Embassy 1oday in response to a out. Prostitutes ruin the atm~here of high placed Japanese officials are
derogktory comment n1adc by Jap.111 's neighborhoods in the same," Kajiyama making our communities the targets of
justice minister about African· said after watching police and scorn and ridicule,'' Hooks said. ''We
Americans.
immigration authorities arrest foreign . will not accept this.''
'

\vomen for alleged prostitution.
~\\'S

conference last week,

Seiroku Kajiyama made a comment

comparing prostitutes in Japan to black
Americans \vho mOvc into \\'h itc

Hooks announced that the NAACP
will hold a informational picketing
demonstration outside the Japanese
Embassy
located
on
2520

Earlier this week NAACP Executive
Director Dr. Benjamin L Hooks issued
a statement deploring the Japanese
officials's comments.

WEST INDikN AND AMERICAN FOODS

B7

compare~

By George Daniels

At a

•

TI1E HILLTOP
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•

blacks to prostitutes

Massachusetts Avenue today at 11 a.m.
Students from Howard are enc.ouraged
to participate.
I

quoting him as saying he meant to
convey that people living in the
Shinjuku area, where the prostitution
raid took place, have been complaining
and the he did not ''mean to talk about
racial issues.''
However, the NAACP is calling for
the Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki
'Kayu to apologize directly to the
African-American community.
According to Grant, the Howard
chapter start a mass letter writing
campaign against the remarks made by
the Japanese Minister of Justice next
week.
On the national level, the NAACP

•

''We ask l}oward students to please
join in protesting at the Japanese
Embassy on Friday, September 28,
1990.at 11:00 a.m.,'' said Patrice Grant,
President of the Howard University
0.apter of the NAACP. •• The students
of Howard University need to remain
aware of the
political entities that continue to make
slanderous remarks about our people.''
The justice ministry issued a
statement after the Kajiyama's remarks

I

will also ask Kayu to request the
resignation of Kajiyama as an
indication of the seriousness with which
his govemffient views the comments.
The NAACP will also ask the President
Bush to communicate to the prime
minister his displea!iurc at the remarb ·
and request the Congressional Black
Caucus · to( submit a resoluti~n to
Congress deploring the remarks by the
Japanese Minister of Justice.

The NAACP stopped short

calling for an economic boycott. 1bc
comments will be reviewed by the
association 's Board of Directors at its
mid-October meeting.

We're Banking
on your
Career Success•

10% discount to students with i.d.
•

•

of

\

•

CARRYOUT
•

CBRRY GOAT, CURRY jC HICKEN, OXTAJLS,
B/BQUERIBS
ROTI, STEW BEEF, STEW PEAS, FISH, JERK
CHICKEN,
PAITIES, JUICES-IRISH/SEA MOSS,
CARROT, SORREL,
JAMAICAN GINGER BEER & COIA

j

Wholc;11ng company with over 6,000 employes and assets of $10.9 billion. Our
ear~ Manufacturers .National Corporation, a major Detroit-Oased regional bank

corporation provides a wide variety of financial services to customers worldwide through
the corporation's banking and subsidiary offices.
Representatives of Manufacturers National Bank of Detroit (bur principal subsidiary)
will be conducting campus interviews for career opportunities within the Metro Detroit area
at Howard University on Friday, October 19, 1990.
We will seek individuals who have a Bachelors degree in a business related field . We
offer a wide variety of exciting and challenging career opportunities for:

•

• Cost & Financial Analysts in our Controllers Department

We cater for weddings, parties, church events and
•
•
ann1versar1es

• Corporace Trust Analysts in our Trust Department
• Examiners in our Audit Department

-

• Credit Analysts in our Commercial Lending Area

• Branch Management Trainees in our Retail Services Department

Tropical products and groceries bf every description

•

Explore career possibilities with us\ Contact your placement office to arrange an ~pus
interview.
\
•

Come have a taste of the caribbean

l'

•

•

'

CONTINENTAL GROCERY & DELI
3501 GEORGL.\ AVE. N.W.
•
WASHINGTON D.C~20010
(202) 882-6000

,

.

l.1Ar--UFA( ll!RfR~ '"''
•

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/HN
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IF THEY LooK I .IKE CoLLEGE
FOOTBALL PLAYERS, YOU'RE ONLY SEEING
PART OF THE PICTURE. ·

,

-

.
CEDRIC RA WIS of the HOWARD UNIVERSITY BISON
~.

MASCOT

LADY BLUE
TRYOUTS
•

Toyota honor~ sophomore Cedric Rawls, punier
of the Howard University Bison, as a recipient of the
Toyota Leadership Award for demonstrating
outstanding leadership in the fields of academics,
athletics, and community service.
Cedric Rawls will receive the Toyota Leadership
Plaque, and Howard University will receive a $1,000

contribution to ill pnera1 scbolmhip fund.
The •••mple Cedric Rawls bu set is an
inspiration
to us all. Ancl as a leader in its own field,
•
Toyota recognizes the discipline and unrelenting
effort it takes to excel. So out time you watch a
college football'game, look a little closer. There's a
lot more talent on the field than you realize.
•

•

'

"I love what you do/or me':
~TOYOTA

•

.
'

f
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Monday Ocl. I, 1990
Wo111cns Annex - 6 1'~'1 sharp
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Booters put ·slump In past, start to ·regain win111ng ways

.

I

Boaters grouna
Eagles 1-0

CoacHes move Monday Kanu from
midfield for his leadership abilities

By Chllatopher Taylor

By Peter C. Powell

Hilllop Staff Aepor!er
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

The Howard University soccer team,
seemly rebounded from their •Carly
season slump, winning one and drawing
the qther, during two home games this

week.
In the first and most recent game,
Howard defea1ed American University
1-0 on Tuesday aft~moon.
This improved the Bison record to34-l, with 13. games remaining in the
regular season.
The only goal was scored by junior
forward Kona Hislop at the 115:30
mark of the second overtime.
HisloP soored on a pass from senior
defemive back Monday Kanu. Kanu
passed the ball from outside of the
penalty area to Hislop. Hislop received
the pass with his back to the goal. He
nuned and let go a hard left shot footed
blast that beat the American goalie.

I
I
•

t~i

l

Well... it actually

•

•

•

detected off the

goalie (David Urback) and bounced
behind him into the net.
''He (Urback) had it, but misjudged
it," said American coach Pete Mehlert.
''It was nice to score ...we should start

to play better, people are coming
together at their positions." said Kona
Hislop. •
This victory was important for the
Bison, because the E.agles. 8-0, were
ranked sixth in the OOWlll)' before back·
to-back losses on Saturday ( against
UNC Wilmington) an~ Tuesday.

Competition gets fierce as players battle for loose ball.
I
Victories against teams in Howardrs
region are needed to make it to ilie
NCAA soa:er playoffs.
American's goalie entered the game
with .022 goals against average.
The other game, against a NAIA
school in Alderson.Broaddus., Howard
played to a ()...() tie.
This was the Bison best played game
of the year, and reversed their 2· l los.s at
Aldeoon·Broaddus last year.

Howard dominated play in this
game, especially in the second half, and
overtime periods.
They outshol
AldCrson·Broaddus 16 to 13. Shaka Hislop was one of several
people that played well, recording five
saves.
But an injury did occur lo starting
midfielder, Darryl Brathwaite \Vho
injured his head in the second half.
According lo head coach Keith

,Tucker, he will be out of action for two
weeks. ''Other people will have to step
in to replace him," added Tucker.
Howard's next chance to do that will
come this · Saturday and Sunday as
Howard plhys New Je1'ey Tech and
Long Island University in the
Ironbound Barik Classic in Newark
New Jersey.
The idea behind this tournament is to
improve and expose soccer in the city.

Calm, Cool and quiet, Monday Kanu
walks out onto the practice field. He is
ready and willing to sharpen his skills
for the burden that is being placed upon
him; anchoring the Howard soccer
team's young defense.
Kanu, from Nigeria. has been a
midfielder at Howard for his ftrSI three
years. However, now as a senior, he is
being asked to play an entirely different
position, which is that of a sweeper. He
stands as the last defender between the
opposition and Shaka Hislop, Howard's
goalkeeper.
Assistant Coach Outis Landy holds
great oonfidence in his new sweeper.
''The decision to move Monday from
the midfield · to sweeper was for his
senior leadership." he said. The move
lo add more ·experience to the young
defense has been paying off lately as the
Bootees have not oonceded a goal in
their last three games.
Mike Williams. who is also a senior,
is the only other experienced player in
the back for the yoWlg Boaters. He sees
Kanu as the ideal person for the sweeper
position. ''Monday knows what he has
to do and is taking the necessary steps in
order to get things done." he said.
Although inexperienced as a
defensive player, the soft spoken Kanu
loo~ oonfident and very sure of himself
on the playing field. Victor Gentry, an
avid Howard soccer fan said Of Kanu,

Monday Kanu
''He looks like a natural defender oul
there. I would never have known that
this is his flCSt time playing sweeper.~·
The Nigerian's special leadership is
present off the field as well. He virtually
disappears in pre·game huddles in the
Bison locker room as he leads the team
in prayer. Monday's prayer has become
a natural part of the tearm pre·game
warm·up.
Kanu's self assu~ednCss and
straightforward ''in your face•• sty~C of
play is definitely a big plus for Coach
Tucker's yoWlg,
but talented defense.
The addition of an experienced
player to anchor the defense appears to
have been a right move by G>ad!
Tucker as Kanu oontinues to be a clas.s
act both on and off the soccer field .

•

Flagball
•
gtVt:S new
•
·m eaning to
Sunday

Runner proves . l

good things COil}.e
•
In small packages
'

.By Karen Good

By Rlchar'd Flowers
and Melanie Brodus

'

HU!top Stati Reporters

•

Last Sunday kicked off the 1990

Intramural Aagball ·season al Greene
Stadium whi~ brought some t~ one
step closer to the championship and
made others ponder their mistakes.
The opening games were intensified
by the players' excitement and the
seriousness of winning. ''Not only did
the players engage in physical
oompetition but mental as well," said
referee George Holmes:
Team One and Team Sport officially
started th·e season with Team One
moving into the ranks of the undefeated
!with a score of 36-6 win over Team

•

Sport.
With this win, Team One has
seemingly placed itself as one of the top
contenders for the championship.
1•
. 'We're this year's team to beat
'
and tbday's game was just an example.
,We're setting the tone for the rest of the
season," said George Yette, Team
One's captain.
~
Team Sport appeared lo be out-of·
sync and not well rehearsed for 'the
competition. When approached for
response, opposition Team Sport's
players said, ''No comment''
Last year's championship 1.eam. The
Renegades, were confronted by
Superfly '90 in a game that showed why
The Renegades are the defending
champs. The Renegades wasted nO time
1

(

getting on the scoreboard with
touchdown pass to wide·receive~
Anselmo Gordon. From this point on,
The Renegades dominated the field. _L
Superfly, '90 showed a glimmer '1'
excellence with four minutes left in the ·
game when Lee Willis caught a
touchdown pass. However this goal
was not enough lo balance the final
score of 38-14.
•
Winston Williams · closed out the
scoring with a 40·yard interception
return for a touchdown. In spite of theii
victory, Gordon felt that the te'&n did _
not play up to its- full potential. "We
didn't play good today, even though wd
1
won,'' said Gordon.

The High Rollers rolled over Tripple
Stage Darkness by displaying the power
of a good defense. Triple Stage
Darkness' opened the scoring with their
only touchdown of the day. The High
Rollers broke into the scoring column
on a fourth down and goal play on the 15
yard line.
Carl Crawford threw a , monster
block which broughl Dave Wooten into
the endzone. Mike White registered a
safely and Derek Stephens added a 25·'
yard touchdown catch which made the
final scorel8·8.
The opening day's festivities ended
with the Blind's Purple Bfigad and the
Untouchables. The game was a

defensive battle with the Purple Brigade
pulling Off a 12-8 victory. In the final
quarter, Sean Thomas connected with a
perfed pass to Chris Green which made
the score slx·zero. Later Thomas added
points when he scored on a quarterback
sneak. ''This is new for a lot of the guys
and if we improve each week we have a
chance of winding up in the
championship game."
The Untouchables proved to be
worthy of defensive accolades.
However, their offense sputtered. and
did not seem able 10 get started. Kevin
tucker took the closing kick-off 50
yards which was the only touchdown
scored for the Untouchables.

'

Tournament turned, mto Jerrel Je:
By Richard Flowera
and Melanie Brodus

Jonathan Marcus off balance in the'
championship game. Jenkins w"" able
to pull out a victory with a score of 7.5

Hilltop Staff Reporters

received the title of Open Double
Champions.
Gerald Vincent showed that he 100

'

The 1990 Intramural Tennis
Tournament came to a lclose last
Wednesday at Banneker Courts with
Jerrel Jenkins adding two trophies to his
mantle piece.
Jenkins proved to be too tough for his
competition in the Intermediate
Singles. He displayed an incredible
backhand which kept his opponent,

"Because of the low number of women, the
women's matches
had to be cancelled."
t
, 6-3 victoiy.
Jenkins then paired up with David
Ajose to register another win in the
Student Open Doubles. They defeat
Michael Hill and Evan Hopper and

M3

was worthy of first place honors when
he won first place in the Men's Student
Novice Sia_gles.
He posted an
impressive straight set win of 6·0 and 63 over runner·up Clu'istopher Griffen.
•

'

I

.-

i

show
The matches consisted of the best
two-Of-three sets. In the event of a tie in
any given sCt, a 12 point tie·breaker was
played.
Herb Thompson, director of
intramural sports, said, ''This 'is the only
time of the year we get courts. So
unfortWUltely we can only have the
tournament once a year."
Thompson was disappointed in the
turnout of female students. He said,
''because of the low number of women,
the women's matches had to be
cancelled.''

Lightning quickness, uplifting
positivism, steadfast edurance, and
undeniable strength arc the qualities
that make one of Howard's smallest
athletes one of its very best. In fact, on
the eight lane track Suzie Tanefo is all
of that and more.
Standing 5'8 and 134 poWlds, this
sophomore
powerhous
from
Cameroon, West Africa. is all of this
and much, much more.
According to Coach William
Moultrie, head of the women and men's
track team, Tanefo is a fast runner and a
hard worker, with the ability to master
almost any race anyone dares to
challenge her lvith. She is one of the
several reasons why the Howard
University track team has the reputation
of coaching well-disciplined students
that perform well wider almost any
conditions.
''She's a fierce competitor and that's
something you can't coach," Moultrie
said. •• When the (the athletes) bring
those kind of ingredients with them to
the track, all you can do is improve on
them a bit and let them go.''
And ''go'' she has. Since arriving at
Howard in January 1989, Tanefo's
abilities immediately placed her on the
mile relay team as a freshman. She and
the relay team also became known as
All·American athletes when they
_ qualifies for the NCAA Olampionship
Trials last March.
Tanefo's introduction to the world of
track and field is interesting to say the
least. In Cameroon, Tanefo ran strictly
for fun in her high school physical
education class. After two months. her
teacher, a member of the committee that
recruits athletes for West AfrK:a. told
the sixteen-year~ld Tanefo to oome to
practice for the National Team.
''I couldn't believe it. I was just a
little girl. They go to the Olympics and
those big meets. I wasn't going to come
tryout at first."
Tancfo's coach threatened to take
points off of her grade, and that's when
she began to run. She made the National
Team with no problem. After two years,
and several fU'st place performances,
Tanefo was coached by Lee Evans, a

world champion in thJ 400 meter dash.
Evans made her practice very hard and
Tanefo· knew it was time to get serious.
"I couldn't chill. There was no way.
Coach Evans would run with me , with
•.' the stopwatch, so if I chilled, you could
tell.·'
Her hard work and perseverance
paid off. Her lime in the 400 improved
dramatically, dropping from 62 to 52
seconds. Evans knew Tanefo could do
better in the United States because the
running equipment and conditions were
better.
Understanding she would have to
work hard, Tanefo received the papers
required to attend HdWard and obtained
a full four-year scholarship.
''I wouldn't say it's frt.c because you
work hanl for that scholarship, and I
believe that track is one of the more
difficult sports. You've got to rWl the
whole year- nonstop. And it's not like
a team sport. It's you and only you on
the track. Mentally and physically it's
just you.''
Holli Walk.er, captain of the team
strongly believes in Tanefo's abilities
and determination.
''You don't want to let her down
because you know she's going to run her
hardest every single relay. If she's hurt,
she'll run a quality time. Her mental
attitude is so goOO that she can tell her
body what to do and overcome the pain.
She's one of the best athletes on the
team.••
Olympic glory is not too far out of
reach for Tanefo. Coach Moultrie,
teammates as well as 'Tanefo herself
believes that running in the 1992
Olympics in Barcelona. Spain could be
a reality.
''Tanefo is a tough runner:. I can sec
her in the Olympics in the 400 running
for her cowttry. I think that she should
really be able lo do a great job for her
country. 1 think that she should really be
able to do a great job over there,"
Moultrie said.
• Tanefo believes her Oly mpic
aspirations can be realized, but the
country she runs for is not the most
important factor. ''I believe I may go to
the Olympics in 1992 for my country,
but track is an individual.thing. It's only
you fll'St on that track, so whether I run
for the United States or for Cameroon·
•
I'm going to run for me flCSl!''

I
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LOOKING v BACK

Trainer makes Zife

Hinton reached All-star status

athle~es

bearable for

I

and 1982.
«"The difference in dealing with a
pr 'fessiona1 athlete and a college
Hillq> Slat! a etc is phenomenal," he said. ''One is
For the past nine years the Howard pla ing for money ~the other is
University athletic training department pla ing for fun and y u h ve to handle
has been under the leadership of the athlete a different way, but always
Bernard James. He is a 20-year veteran the health and safel~ ~s the main
of the field and has had vast ex~rience concern."
\.....>
_
at several levels of athletic training.
Since he has been here he says th~t
His experience dates back to the mid·, one of the highlights of his career 1s
60's 1when he received his formal wimessing the improvement of the
1
education from Maryland State fo dtball team , especially
the
· College, which is now Maryland championship season of 1987.
Ea.ucm Shore. While there he earned
James also has a concern for the
his B.S.' in physical education with a Black participation and enrollment in
minor biology. After that he attended athletic training. He is a member of the
Indiana University, iit Bloomington for Minority Athletic Trainers Association.
masters degree in Health an Safety Their goal is to promote the role of
Education with an emphas~ on athletic Blacks in the athletic training
training.
I
pro1fession by assisting in their
With all
that education behind education and certification. He says
him, James haSr been able to enjoy life in that the number of Blacks 1n the
the profession he loves. He has profession is growing.
performed three summer internships
He remembers that back m the
with the Baltimore Colts. in 1980, 1981 1970's, he attended an athletic trainers
'

By Dean Bratton

Hil1op Stall Reporter
•

I

'

J

1

Bemarcl James helps stude!M
convention in Boston and !here was
only one other Black person there. Now
he would say that there are at least ter.
others.
·. The nun1bers of Blacks in athletic
training is growing slowly. But, James
feels that Howard could play an
intricate role. He JX>inled out that
administrations arc recognizing a need

Football Preview
The Howard University football
team again faces another Division Il
challenge this time, the Morehouse
Qillege Maroon Tigers, Saturday 1:30
p.m., at B.T. Harvey Stadium in
Atlanta.
Howard this season is 3-0, and has
won five games in a row over
Mqrehousc including a 37·10 victory
Over the Maroon Tigers las< season.
Mcnbot.ise is 1·2 overall, including
a 1-2 mark in the Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
They are ooming off a 24-0 conference
loss . to Albany Stale al home on

for," remembers Hinton.
He made a solid name for hllmelf in
his four year stay with the Senators and
in 1964 he made his first appearance on
the American League All-star Team.
In 1965 Hinton was traded to the
California angels where he spent one
year before moving on the Cleveland
Indians organization where he spent his
final six years before being released in
1971.

By Trtnl House

.

Saturday.
Even after last week's 23·20
overtime victofy against South Carolina
State, and playing a possibly ''easy''
team Howard head coach Steve Wilson,
in the weekly pre ss conference
remained cautious.
•
•
''We have lo guard
aga1ns1
not
having a letdown. This game takes on a
lot of added emotion because of the two
learns involved. This is a big game,"
added Wilson.
In all·time series between the two
'
starting in 1923, i-ioward leads
16· 7-2,
has woo the last five games going back
to 1985. outscoring the Tigers 220-]8.
Morehouse jl coached by Dwight
Scales, who is in his fll'St season and
employs a pro-set offense and defense

like Wilson of· Howard.
~We have been able to move the ball.
but we have had problems scoring in the
redzone (inside the opJX>nents 20 yard·
lin~ and turnovers,'' said Scales when
explaining his team 's problems.
On offense, the Maroon Tigers split
time between two quarterbacks Kevin
Hadey (11 of28 for 175 yards, 2 in~).
and Joe Sanders (18 of 50 for 169 yards,
3 int.). Fullback Patrick Gamble. has 27
rushes for 133 yards and one
touchdown.
The Maroon Tigers defense has
linebacker Frederick Worrell with 12
tac~es and 11 assists. And linebacker
Sean Broadwater has made 10 tackles
and 15 assists in three games.
HOWARD FOOTBAI I NOlES:

•

Many sports fans may not remember
the Washington Senators or even who
or what they were but for those that do,
Chuck Hinton brings back some lost
memories.
Born in Rocky Mountain, North
Carolina, Hinton was one of six children
which inCiuded three sisters and two
brothers.
While growing up in North Carolina.
Hinton, known as ''Cluck'' or simply
''Coach'' to his friends and players has
an interest in many sp:>rts. This interest
athletes In their time of need. ' led him to become a three.Jetter man in
football, baseball, and basketball in
for trainers at the hi school level and high school as well as college where he
local ~chool adn\.inistration have attended Shaw University in North
all~ted fun~ {Qr 4x>rdinating athletic Carolina.
training programs. \ .
It wasn't long before •Hinton's
.He says that ·th Howard being talents in baseball were noticed which
in the inner city, d with its trainers led him to Frederic~ Maryland and a
internship program, it can serve yet tryout with the Giants.
another important role in Blacks
He later signed with the Baltimo~
excelling in a diffe nt field.
Orioles in 1956 and played two years in
Phoenix, Arizona before being drafted
into the military.
''I always thought I would return to
baseball so being drafted never really
Hinton about his
The team best
since 1973 will bothered me,'' said
•
come if they win ~tu!day, and their slay in the military.
After relwning from the army, he
seven game win s
going back to
last year is the I ngest in NCAA reported to Aberdeen, in the South
Dakota league in 1959, wf\erc he was
Division I-AA
'
Howard has not en sa:>red upon in managed by long time Oriole manager,
the fust quarter this year, and has won Earl Weaver.
''Earl was a great guy and he knew
19 of 20 games ve
non-division 1the game of baseball," cltuclded Hinton.
AA opsx>nents.
Hinton never received the chance to
The Bison are
·cd fifth in the
Sheridan Black Coll ge Poll, and 131 of put on an Orioles unifonn because in
all Division I, and -AA school in the 1960 he was traded to the Washington
country, acmrding
the USA Today Senators organization where he made
his major league debut. '
Poll.
In his fust major league game,
Gary Harrell w named cxrrookie
of the week in the EAC Conference. Hinton had two hits and proved that he
Gary Mossop is 2 field goals shon was defutltely ready for the Big TJme.
''II felt so gocxi to be in the majors and
of the Howard reco held by Howard
Ward, who kicked
between 1977-l!O. play; it didn't matter who I was playing

•

'1 didn't think that I was finished
but a lot of times it doesn't matter what
you thin.k, it's what they ( the
organization)
thinks.''
Hinton
explained.
Hinton continued to live in
Washington and during the off-seasoo
he worked in the Department of
Recreation.
''I remained in D.C. because I had a
sister that lived here and ii was like a
second home 10 me, so I made my home
here,'' said Hinton.
In 1971, a year after being released
from professional baseball, Hinton
became the Head Coaclt of the Howazd
University Baseball team and led them
to their first conference championship.
''I love c:oachinB at Howard, it's the
besl job for me because it gave me __ ..,,
something to do and I never felt like I
missed spring training." said ijinton.
In bis spare time, between working at
the Department of Recreation and
coaching Howard, Hinton plays in
Celebrity Golf Tournaments for
charity, in whiclt he has proven be is no
slouch by winning fust place in several
tournaments.
•
After a thirteen year career in
grofcssional Baseball, Chuck Hinton
was awarded a greal honor by being
inducted into the Washington Hall of
Stars in 1984 to cap off an illustrious
chapter in his life.
" If I had a cJiana: to play right now
I would defutitely try because the love
of the game is still there and it will
always be there;•

'
•

..

•

•

•
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You may not know our name,
but we've been a cornerstone of
America for 125 years.

•

Hut we've been in

.

'

We wouldn't be a bit surprised if you didn't recognize our company name - Cargill.
business since 1865, helping America's fa rmers feed the world.
We're a company bui lt on talented people. Our particular skills include marketing, handling and
processing bulk commodities; risk management; strategic capital investmenl; and taking a11 innovative
approach 10 generating cost efficiencies.
We apply lhose skills to a broad rapge of businesses. ·roctay, Ca rgill handles commodities as diverse
as scrap metal and molasses, cocoa and fertilizer, cotton and ocean freight, and wheat and orange juice. Our
operations vary from flour mills to futures trading, from meat ~pac king plants to minirlg salt, and from steel mills
to selling seed . Cargi ll , iLS subsidiaries and' affiliates employ rnore than 50,000> people worldwide.
Entry-level opportunities are available in' accou11ti11g, commodity merct1andising, engineering,
industrial sales and information systems.

Your first job is more
just a place to begin your
caniec It's where you'll receive
the training and development
will help detennine your
re. You've set high stan·

- so have~.
One of the nation's 15
t corporations, Aetna was
rea!rntly named by Fortune mag·
~as one of America's most
adnjired corporations. What's
nio~, Aetna has been recog·
. by Good Housekeeping,
Wo · ig Mothei; Black F.nterp , and Hispanic magazines
eir rankings of great com·
es in which to work. Our
ou tanding compensation,
hen fits and training programs
major reasons why.

If you're ready to join a company-lha1 ofTers a traditio11 of excell ence, ideas and innovation , honesty
and integrity, meeting the needs of international customers, and groWth and success, then make Cargi ll your
ca reer choice. We can l1elp you realize your ambitio ns.

•
•

Campus Interviews
•

.

•

Joe Stone will be on the Howard Campus Oct. 16 to interview students
interested in careers
in Commodity Merchandising . A Cargill representative
I
also will interview students interested in careers in Accounting .

We are looking for individ·
uals with a proven analytical
ability; effective verbal and writ·
ten communication skills; commitmen~ initiative, flexibility and
creativity. We hire graduates with
degrees in arts and sciences,
economiC'i, finance, accounting,
infonnatio~ systems, and
·
marketing.'
~'d like to meet you and
learn more about }QUr expecta·
tions. Look for us on campus on
the following dates:

Blackburn <:enter
•

10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

Check with }'JUT Placement
Office for further details.

/Etna

.
•
•

-

•

•

'

•

•

I

-. '

.

Wednesday, October 3, I990

'
.

I

Can;er Exploration Day ,

•
•

•

Aetna is an equal opportunity, allimtriYe action emplo)ot.
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SALON ELEGANT
liair and 11ails

'

'

FOR TICKETS CAL 806-7199
CRAMPTON BOX FFICE
10 AM -6·PM

$21.~tl

SIla 11l ~100 / IJlo1v-(l ry-cu rl

\.Vrap or Rod Set
$:\!i.ll{l

Tot1cl1-l1p

'.fll.:ill

C 11t s

LIMITED AVAILABl,LITY

THURSDAY
OCTOB£R 4, 1 90
7:00 PM
CRAMPTON1
AUDITORIUM

Colors
Scl1l11t11rell 'fi11s
:ii ;(I :l{\
· We s~)ecinlize i1\ l1ai1· \Vt'<1\1 i11h J11tl l1r<liLli11g

(

•

Bt1si11esS l-lot1rs
I

,

10 a .Ill.· 811.]Jl .

T 11estiay-friday

9 a.Ill .- 5!l.lll.

Sat11rday

10

Ope11 Sl111<lay

411 .111 .

a .111.-

,

HOWARD DAY

2455 6th ST., N.W.
HOWA.RD UNIVERSIT

EVF:RY TIIURSIJAl' ANfJ FRIDAY

A\1e11t1e,

59 14 Georgia
N.W
Wasl1i 11gto11 D.C. 20Cl1 l

'

202-882-7855

•

(off 7ll

l'L1S

•

li11e)

,\BOVE SPEACIALS Al'l'LY TO STUDENTS ONl.Y

•

(please flrese11t stude11t i.d.)
'

I

THE MOST IMPO ANT MOVIE OF THE YEAR! DON'T MISS IT!·
•

I

'

.

'

.

" ...

.,;

. ..

'""-

-

-

FROM ·
WELCOME HOWARD UNIVERSI1Y
THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID & S'T'i ENT EMPWYMENT.
'
TAKE A FEW
S TO SCAN T
INFORMATION
BEWW PERTAINING TO LOAN CHECKS THAT HAVE B EN RECEIVED BY 'IHE 'U NIVERSI1Y.

•

1
ALSO REMEMBER, IT IS VERY
RTANT TO KEEP
YOUR ADDRESS DATA CURRE
WITH THE .
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE, ROOM 28, JOHNSON
ADMINISTRATION

•

"

'

I

•ID

Checks are available for th•e foJJ.o ·ng students
the
II
Office of Financial Aid and Student Empl yment and are on ''HOLD •
•
Use the following legends to dete1·1nine by your check IS on hold.

.I

•

* Financial
,\ttfl,\Y , Sl'R,\FE !.
,\/.Lf.N,
1\l.l EN,

••

•

BRfrr I.'.

IOSt,1'11 .'1.
ARMSl'EAD. Rlll.'E~A L.
R\~~;;s; llEBR,\ L .
Kf\'lrl R.
l\,\HNF. l..f, Jtl!l'N l;.

Rl.,\f: KM tJN , Nlt:HtlLE L.
SP.AXTON , ~I KClLE A,
lllt1\ZELL , M'IRA !',

•••

KE:-Y,\ M.

t\Rll\.IN , SHF,R ON M.

•
•

il'l/!I), £RIK,\ L •
( ilSr,\ NZO, L,\'~' R ft.LI:: E.

llf:LllSTA, JOHN D.

•••

U!J.!.A RO, KRISSY R.
!JIN KIN S , D,\ RNELL H .
F,IJW,\RDS, SH1\RON P,
Fl·R(.llSON, T1\Nl S llA M.

rR..r\NCI S , JOANNf; C .
f'll.l,F.SPIE, llAl.'N E.
r;RF.F.N. MEI. I SSA N.

•

11 1\NtlY, NIKKI R.
111\RR!S, RAJAH R.

•••

lllNJ>S, J,\C(JLIELINE E.
l!!l{)(;f. ,

•••

DO~NA

HoFr~L\N,

•

H1\ ~'>1\ti

s.

rr:;'..;r1ii·. ll1it·c.i ,,_, '
l El\l,\;:(· , ST . \1'!'1 '\.

!.'tllt:3,, \.1,\1.fER I.
:-L\l.J .1lY , L,\\'Ffl~:
:-L\'11.R\ M, LFl.A1•1J i<.
MAYES , Cl .AUll !A M.
•MERCER , TON!JR,\
••• MON"f1\GllF.. Lll.l 'lE C.
~\YFRS , llflR 1\ /'\.
NF VELS , (llREY I>.
N!l:-JLUECH,\ , SIVl'llANIE IJ.
l> KllRU , F.lHt.1 llERI" ll.

f\,\R~l!:.S ,

Hl\IJ\.IN ,

K,\t<I~\ .

LATANYA P.
ll! lR TllN, JACQt' EL lNE A.
.J,\t:KS4)N , Ri.AN V.
l• \llN ,<;ON, IAN~: L C.
.J!l NES, J,\\;f.J, !..
J\lNES, YPL,\:;11,\ R.
Jr 1 J!ll1\N , .'1FI llll \. A.

-

11rJ,\"rf\ ,

Pt~RRIN .

R( lS[ ~1 ,\R IF

A.
Sl!f:Rl:.SF. R.

PICRRi". RC•BFR ! L.
Pl "fT:-L\N, fl\ IN ~\.
R,\'JE:.<t:I 1 , \;[! llLf.
Sllt:PP1\RIJ , l'AUI . ,\.
SIMPSON , f!,\NEfl'E ('.
S'IEVF.NS . :l'!!.\l 'N~~1\ M.
Slf.W,\RT , Kf.NNEl'll A.
STIFF, /'l,\RILYN R.
TAl.l. EYIV\l'>D, Al,( X
Tl10MAS, DARRY\, F..

'fUCKF.R , CHRI ST INA
WAI.KER , T0S HA tl.
W,\l .KER, lRACtE ,\ .

** Cerl ificatiori tatement *** Not Enrolled

Aid Transcript(s
l''11~ara

I.

Aberanthy
Adl•JoLun

()Ju(uldJim1

Alfotd

l'h1ll1s H.

Br<1~·11

Shoudo U.

!Ji<1ne C8mpbel l

Annie J,

C.:e r lis!e

r. ,.,·01

H.

Alll<>On

Rl> h,..rl

lJ. Cassidy

l'to.1<<'V

I.

Anibri s tf'T

U11miu11

K. Catl1,..y
A. Chandler

J11!i :111n 0.

Anam@le c l1I

~luris

H.1<hell<' C . Andr e ws

Carolyn l..

M1rcio

Crystal Coo11er

A1· r l1!bald••~

Ed win K,

s1i •• ,,,,
An~eln
~11 c hel

I, .

Hdr<>h 'lll

l,.

( .Pl I,
~h

I.

Sl1arondn \ . • l>a•llB

Barnes

H<'"'"Y tluvis

I

1\••11v<• r s

1. • flrnn• ti

•·· 1,.\ I

l .,, •·-.hu ll rlnt lf'v

Son io L.
Kendra

L.

Sltndy U.

t: . Bl"'-'S!'<Ar

~ imU~· rl1 •y

Anjeu1 r• C' C .
l\1idRl'l

Brow11

llrown

t: r i c· .J.
K<>vin W.
l i!'H

~I.

Douglas

l)oylC'

M.

Hurshal l ll.
M.

C.:11,;sendrn I>. I\,

Bro"'"
llrown
Br 11 wi.

Sher1od W.

Br •.•

Edwards

t:J11ur
• Y'1'!"

Br " ""

llf"s1ree T.

llorsey

Dorsey

K11ren H.

·r,,rn

llean.

l>icker~on

()errick B.

li1·i.1"
~ nm rka
~1

i:;tn

1: .
~

t1:1.:,Jer

ref'ntan

f"r~e•a11

Navarro J.

K11tina

T.

Goodwyn

C. Gordon

Step l1any

Jo.,Ps Gourdine
inren R.

Gray ·

lohnnie llnnneh

L. Hannan

Johnnie
.~tcole

JR.

Hardin

'.ucfa tlnrrls
"{' r it1ctte M.

llevid R.

llnwki11~

Hemby
Henrj-

. lacqueline Hinds

Davis

Antoiuelte N.

IJ 11 1 el .Jvhnsun

llebro l•. Gnrr;s

.itacee R.

Bnndoo

R11r~e1

lnsu" N.

Cra wford

Koren Cur rle

llnk<•r

le R.

Collins

A<lrienn<:> W. Cnnni"Mh!lm

At klnf,\

~.

lleniS<'

Horne

.le nnlfer llowardi
~.ni

tn o. ll ughe_s

1' rAcie H. Hunter
P.oderlck P.
l ~ o rl ene

L.

Isler
Jac k son

I. is11 H . •Jackson

I egln11 L.

Jackson

~

mberly L.

.I

hnnie J.

•

•

Johnsou

l1<'11i ci1

A \cin R. Jonros

~li c hael

C t rlsty J.

Chrlsti11a

[l

nald R.

J11•es

~t1ertly n

A. J11mes

F ho111·

Ne•·nr r o

Jones
Jones

C rystal

S. Mitchell

N.

Lyrica

Reed

R.

Ron A.

E. Millner

L.

Pulley

Revelle

Laso11!11 A.
~l o r, ~n

l• •

Riwer s
Robert son

M on ta~uP

.lunnrlta I ..

Rohin,.on

Andrea E.

t1oss

Karen l..

S h11nta C. Jones

!1 .,h l,i» R.

M1>ll

Mnj nn S nnepour

Ethel

Ho n(ln l • . Hunf n rd

L.

Kemp

'

l.111r!ne ll.

Kennedy

An onio D.

Klng

He

issa A.

Ha

y M.

A,. ale Legesse

KI hro r 1 y
Ke one D.

r.

1.ehf'w

Lugl\11

•
A,

k "
Ju

:,

1

nlrll'<

Hanui

J11sper

Gal loway

R.

la L.

i

H11rtin
1'1 11rl in

N. Hnson

·rr11 ci e A.

Wa l

o]' r

Walle•

.l acqu eline l.'ashtnp.to "
Hark ll. '·
R<• byn !I.

l.'11shi1111ton

llnnn S . l.ilttk1ns

Donny W. S•lth

Lt"'a It.

Erik11

Myers

M. Nesnlth
Neves

Nunnel ly
Ohlomoha

Kenyll A.

S•ith

RPnee Sn ipe

Kri,.ty l..

T1·11 c • A.

Pnrk!'
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J.1112.E "'1DHMIUY IN CYN/(-LAND
°00\\NNY HAD 'DAllD~Off'
~OT DIDN 1f CA'P.E .

"

\JOHNNY DIDN 1T

HAVE

,------+ Weekly Crossword - "C ' LLEGE SCRAMBLE"

MA~Y ' FRIENDS

(IN FACT He KINOA ~1KED

ACROSS

Ir)
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rHf OllWASHED

...__, k
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5

6

7

MASSES

14 Won! wllh heart or

22

~;._·g
~~l ~
L ~=o=H~NN=v~J~~~~-..,
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Small bin!
WARMER HOSTI
Precedes "TERN":

36

,.
''

29 NICE RAGEi
33 PlaHorm
54
34 Contented sounds
•
35 Sea bird
58
36 Messrs. Ken1edy and
Danson
61
37 Mother horses
L-.J.._...J....-L_
38 Cargo
\
8 Center: Abbreviation
39 Norma or Charlotte
9 Dine
1
40 Dense
1O Reverence
41 Slrong polnl I
11 Many , many: 2 wds ·
42 LOOK A HAMI
12 Not there
44 Woodsman
13 Teen _
45 loud sounds
19 Brass wind Instruments
46 Short and sweel
21 Wisdom
47 Word wllh Iron and room
24 Rules and _ _
50 Deal oul
25 Stripped
51 Open lhe keg
26 Sins
54 TO SIGN PINK 1
27 Houston team member
57 Giii decorated melalware
28 Thick slice ol meal
58 Noun suffix
29, Papal court
59 Womans pocll:elbook
30 GROWN GOATEE!
'
60 Trumpeter or n:iute
31 Livid
61 Catholic rite
32 Qulner
62 Navigate
34 Florida lrees
63 Mall:e a sweater
37 July-20, 1969 desllnallon
38 Ships 1ournals
DOWN
40 Space lillers
1 Cry out 1dud
41 Trevino's starting word
2 land measure
43 Proverbs
3 TILED CHEATI
44 One ol 26
4 Mrs. Rooster
46 Up lighl
5 Wash pans
47 Remove the cream
6 Out of order
48 Ms. Turner
7 Retirement svg~ .
49 Enclosures: Abbrev iation

I

•

• f c:;,
'jOHNNY 1..ll<EO Tl-/E e.us BECACJSE /./£ cou~D
wATC!-l AU. Tl-IE DIRTY PEOPLE 'RIDING- 1-/0ME
qo"" TMEIR 'J'O ':. AT CGNS!'lllJalCN .S/Ttl "i" TVP£WtilTtPs,

•
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,.. A!ID ND
ON

A"';K)--.
~
· THE BO.S

Ol'fRATOR

IJ

27 Flowers

BEAc

J
TElEl'~E

12

Heart arte
Mr. Cassinl

Podium
21 Jar lops
22 Horse opera
23 Sallre

SoMETIMES :JOHNNY \J./OdW HOP
ON THE B0.5 ANO 'RIDE POWN (<:!

~\;\t;C,.

II

16

25 Short for glacier part

is cl:

10

"Funny Glrl '
10 Laugh track sounds

•

0

9

5 Fanny ___,

stomach

,----;:;:::;:!::::E_

8

1 Saturday night ritual

15
16
17
18
20

.

By Gerry Frey

t
TEAC~ER

•

50 Bog

•

52 Soviet Union Mr.unllln
range
53 Held In
55 Pages: Abbreviation
56 Nol In
57 Disapproving sound

-

•
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Visit our booth and
find out about them .

•

Career OpportunililJS for college graduates in Regional
Banking, Investment Banking, and Financial Services.

•

•

Summer internships for rising juniors.
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ILLTOPICS
to hear campus events. parties, plus the
1990 homecoming events. To put your
activity on the hotline, (anything can put
on the holline) just ca11 702-6969. peace!

HAPPENINGS
Sahan's pn:sents The Hip Hop Cafc's
first annual dance contest . 1940 9th &. U
St. All day, all night. 3 dollars. We'll sec
1
who's the best dancer at H.U.

ANTHOLOOY 911 is currently accepting
-subffiissions of original material by poets
of African and Native American descent
Poems on all subject matter are welcome.
Our deadline is Friday, Nov. 9, 1990.
Address a11 oorrcsp:>ndencc to:
.ANrnOLOOY 91, 1205 4200 St S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20020.

Uvc al Sahara's Restaurant & Nighiclub.
The Antonio Parker Jazz Quartet every
Tlnmday Ill Sunday, $3.

Important Notice Exccptlonal
opportunity to earn money ... Earn $150-

$350 per week pert-time $450-750 per
- ' week full-time (comm.) For more

,.

Fatll: Fundraising program $1,CXX> in just
one week. Earn up IO Sl,CXX> in one week
for your campus organization. Plus a
chance at $5,CXXJ more! I This program
works! No investment needed,
Call 1,
800-932-0528 ext. 50.

A slice or Howard. Pizza by the slice.
When: Monday & Wednesday Where:
School of Business.
12-3 p.m.

CHRISTIAN HOMECOMING

TF:

infonnatioo contact Monte Williams. The
G.Q. Williams Agency 914-7858

Intcmationa1 students meet your
ambassador at Hu's 3rd Annua1 1
Ambassadors' Reception. Tue. Oct. 16.
Contact Neil Abraham in Rm. 109
Blackbum before Oct. 4.

The Ladles of Alpha Cllaptu, Della ·
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., presents: The
13th Annual WaJk-a-thon · Oct.13, 1900 9
a.m. The Valley.
Walk-a-thon sheets will be available from
Sept. 28 10 Oct. 4 at the following

\

Meet foreign ambassadors at the Annual
Ambassadors' Reception Tues.. Oct 16
Limitct:I. Contact Neil Abraham in Rm
,
109 Blackbum.

locations: Bethwie Rm. 323E and 174W,
Slowe Rm. 2-146, Meridian, Rm. 208,
Sutton, .Rm. 405. Eton Rm. 511, Howard
Plaza Towers Rm. 914E and 205 W

1

Interested in Jutoring and recreation.
Contact Mr. Bolton at 347-8355.

Department al Romance Languages,
along with The French Oub and Spanish
Oub, we.laxnc all new members and

Big Brother/Big Sister meeting Oct. lst in
Rm 1Ui Do<>glass Hall 6:3ll p.m.

former members to a fnix and mingle. We
will also disn•s.; our agenda for the 90/91
school year. Light refreshmcnlS and
cultural music. Wedne:Mlay, Oct. 3 at 5
~ .m.

Plaza Hotel. PeachtreC Street at
International Boulevard. Ttmc: Sat.urday,
Sept. 29, 1990 9 p.m.-1 p.m. Only $5
for students. Sponsored by the "HUAA
Atlanta Club. Proceeds to benefit the
HUAA Atlanta Oub Scholarship Fund.

Artist of Dionysus Fraternity invites male
art"ist to an informal meeting. Friday,
Sept. 28. 5:00 p.m. Daooe studio, College
of Fine Arts.

- I ocke Hall room 340.

INTERESIR> JN PRSSA? Feel fre.c 10
""'P by G-02 °' phone 806- 7856

The M.LK Jr. Forensics Society will host
a tournament, Saturday, Oct.6. Volunteers
are needed. Cor.tacc Umar Hasan at 8066711.

lf'ITERESTED IN JOINING PRS&\.? All
fees due Oct. 22.

T~tmasters

6 p.m.- T .ergraduate
Ubral)': Lecture Roorr.. Oct. 4,19<Xl. ''
Power is in words."'

ATIFN110N PRSSA MEMBERS.
CommunK:aJions ooon:linator .for Special
Olyi;npics international will speak Oct. 22
at 5:30 in Rm. C-229.'

It's hard to believe, but their doing it
again! BIG VERN & S.MO HU vs.
Bethune-Cookman after game pany. Oct.
6, Sat . 10 p.m. until at Chapter Ill A
Grass Roots Production Event!

HU Bicyclists' Society All studentcyclists
interested in joining the HU Road Racing
Team, please oontact Ms. McCkod in
Blackbum, Room 134 or call &>6-5689.

·. Georgia Oub Meeting. Tuesday, Oct. 2,
at 7 p.m. Locke Hall, Room 105.

Tired or being turned down for credi1?
We can help- call ''TSG credit

consultants" at (703) 866-7191- student

The official Howard vs. Morehouse post
game celebration. Join a1umni_ students
and friends of Howard University for A
MO' Better Party. Place:Westin Peachtree

discounts offered!
Yo, where da pany a!'? Find out, call the
all nC\lrr' Howard Hotline: 310-3369. Call

~

Call (301) 702-8817, on campus pickup &
delive<y, S23ll/pg.
NIGHTBIRD is BACK! You've seen him
paint (Janet Jackson, Batman) now hear
him sing! with ''Nightriders'' Band at Mr.
Henry's 1836 Columbia Rd. Mon, Oct. 1,
1990, Showtime 9:30 Tickets $5-info 2650650 - Catwoman oontcst winner gets free
personal sketch.

PERSONAL

To Joya!
Have a wonderful birthday! and, pleac;c
cheer up!..
Joseph ·

I look into the future and I see darkness. I
look into darkness and I see the future.
Beware dark future!
Happy Birthday Gerald!!! Always
remember , you 're my only "just a friend!"
Love, el UU
-Happy Birthday- "Spike," I know this
can"t be the way you planned to spend
your birthday. Perhaps I can make it up IQ
you when your "ordeal'' i'> over.
Hugs & ~ Porkdi.op.

Gamma N1:1-86, Herc 's hoping that you did
well on your MCATs. I know this is
going to be a 'Weekend thing. But that's
okay, cause I love you. By the way, who
was QllUy Willy'?

BANQUET ANNOUNCEMENT
Noonday Prayer Christian Homecoming
Banquet on Saturday, Oct. 20, 1990, 7
p.m., at the ''Phillips Aagship" Restaurant,
90) Water Street. S.W., Washington, D.C.
Third Floor Wheatley 89 & IX>, Thanb for
Alwnni, students, administration, faculty,
making my job easy!
staff and community are all invited. Come!;
Your ''cool'' RA &icca.
enjoy a delicious buffel dinner, Christian
-------------entertainment and the Word of God. For
Ivan the Terrible, Seafood, Jean Luc and
more information, please contact Rev.
me & you. Tonight?
Michael C. Worsley, at 529-5734 or 806Josephine.
7292 by Oct. 13.
13-A·90
The Finance Oub general bcxly mcet.ing
Our day was a reflection of your beautiful
Date: Monday, Oct 1, 1990 Time : 6:15
glass menagerie. I love you ! •
p.m. Place : School of Business Room
32-A-90.
218. Dues will be collected for upcomi n~
aaivitics & NY trip.

•
TO: IADIES OF TIIE QUAD
Social Oub Chapter V

proud of you. Good Luck
Love,
Melissa Robinson

LOO Cliapt v,
Congrats from me. I'm sorry I wasn't there
for you.

All persons interested in purchasing a
collection of 44 intriguing black history
books for $525; or if you would like to
start your own company through this book
club, you may contact Mark Lamont
SteveM (w) 371-lCXXl and (h) 526-0309.
Attention!!! All who spend money!!
Would you like to receive substantial
discounts on just about anything you buy,
plus cam 13% interest on fpur savings.
Interested? Call Shaun A. Samuels at 7022315.
SPARTACIST LEAGUE FORUM. Break
the Blockage of lraq! U.S. Our of the
Persian Gulf! Saturday, Sept. 29 at 2 .p.m.
in 1he Undergraduate Library Lecture
Room call 872-8240

RENTS

I

Are you from'? a) The Cnb b) The ''. Go''
c) Chi-ilia d) Chi-nice. Do these names
strike a chord? a) Frankie Knuc~es ' a)
Ron Hardy c) Farley Keilh. If both
questions above arc answered With a
resounding yes!! Then you ncCd to be in
time with the NEW Oiicago Oub (under
new mgml). More announcements
forthcoming. The Old School Brothers.
P.S. If none of this scen\S familiar to you
and your ? We've g<M some la.sL words.

SWIFT: 4U2B So Swifl U Sure R
Moving Slow!

Room Northwest D.C. Non-smoker.
Separate bath and refrigeralor. Near bus.
Call evenin~ only after 8 p.m. or
weekends . 726-8186. 6-month leases
Coodominiums for sale. Near HO\lr'ard
University. Adult building under $60,CXX>.
North\1/CSt D.C· 51 Randolph· Pl. NW
livingroom. modem Jcjtchen. one large
bedroom, ceramic tile bathroom plus
shower. central air conditioning. disposal,
refrige rator, stove, new wall lo wall carpel
or hard wood floors.. security entrance.
Call for appointment 797-'23n Financing
available Payment approx. S600 per
month with 10% dovm.

SIRKA

Biscui1.
JUSl an "I love you"' lo see if

bedr~m apt. $395 .00

large *
efficiency apt $410.00. Both are in the
basement and nice, 681-3897.

One

loo~ing.

Want your papers typed leltef perfect?

Jennifer Golson. Chapter N

Olicago Sugarbear,
I wiU always love you. I miss you more
than you know.
Ewok

Happy B-day lo Lamont F.
Love. me.

I
y~'re

I

Playdough

· Rooms for rent!! Behind Pyraniid
Bookstore on Harvard St. Immediate
occupancy, utilities included. Dishwasher~
disposal and sea.ire. Call 301 587-7120
ask for Derek.
Large room for rent (completely
furnished) for two students (preferably
male upper classman/graduate) in qUiet
1
neighborhood/room: twin beds,. ,desb
private bathroom, share kitchen,
diningroom and livingroom. Cable in
neighborhocd, pizz.a dclicvercd to dOor .
Deposit. All utilities included. call: Korie
202 635-0503.

JOBS

You arc beautiful la4ies I am so very

LUY always, '
??Question?'? What questions wouJd you
like lo hear asked during the q(._estion and
answer segment of the M~ Howard
Pageant? Please submit question with
answer and purpose to: Tonya
Touchstone- Rm. 109, Blackbum Center

'

townhouse at 1211 Euclid St; new
bathrooms , new kitchen (with a11 new
appliances); $335/month all utilities
included call Alvin (723-5336.

Rooms available in a renovated Victorian

Fraternities, sororities, campus'
organiz.a.1ion.s, highly m<Mivated
individuaJs-travel free plus earn .up IO
$3,000+ selling SPRlNG BREAK trips to:
Cancun-South/ Padre Jsland-Orland<Y
Daytona Beach: 1-800-258-9191.

FREE Career

SENIORS/JUNIORS:

guide. Call for your free copy of the

Corporaic Profiles Mag>zine, describing
career opportunities at leading Sflployers.

1-800-TRS-JOBS.
'JEI .ESERVICFS Recruit volunteers and ~
participants for special events and assist
with <Mher fund.raising projects. Flexible
hours based on your schedule. PT, S6 per

hOIU. Call Kristin Lynch. 232-2342.
Easter Seal Society- 2800 13th Street
N.W. Washington. DC 2C009 E.O.E.

.

Part time office job in home office.
Available Tuesday & Thursday
afternoons: answering phone, some typing
and filing. Must have _pl.ca.sant phone
voice. $4.lS per hr. plus bus fare. call
202 832-4293 foLappJication.

MISC.
Lost:
Black sequin formal w/ beaded fringes and
colored rhinestone- neclcline.
Discovered missing Sept. 17 after the Mis.s
Communications pageant
If found please contact Tamara Scurlock
529·1441
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If you have a dri\'C for 11crfC('l io11. ~xplore tl1c \'<.triet ~· of" opporlt1nities a\·ailable

•

at Motorola. You'll fi11l1 Y.'t..' <ll"C co111111ittecl to achie' i11g perfectio11 in our prodt1cts,
our customer ser\•ice and i11 e,·cr~ Y.a~· \\"C tlo l>usiness. \'\'e call it Six Sigma
Quality. A program tl1at acl1ie\'es pc1·fectio11 99.997o/c- of the time .

•

~laktl

j

I

I\lT:l~\ ID,. SCllEDl lJ: <:Il.\.\GI'.

Tuesday
•

Iaogstoo Room
2225 Georgia Ave., Northwest
Apple Computer bu a ""PO""' rommltmcnt to the priodpk of dh=lly. In that
spirir. we wdoome applkadoos from all iodMduals. WOIDClli minoridea, maw
and disabled indMduals m: cocouraged to apply.
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Join us al Ollf' con1pan)' presentation and reception in tlie
Annour J. Blackbum U11i'"·ersity Center, Faculty Dining Roon1,
from 4:00p.m. to 6:00p.n1. Tl1e first 50 stude11ls will
receive free T-shirts. Food and beverages will be available.
Motorolans rep1eaenting each of our Sectors and Groupe are erqique "'l
111eet quelity people who sliare these high standerdt and ..., k 1kiJrif ""Pl Dl!ltl!lltin@: <R"pni•.ation that rewards achievement .

October 2nd
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Howard Inn

•

~leet

Motorola Representati\'es
ul Howard Un i\-·ersity Careers Exploration Oa)·
on Wednesday, October 3, 1990.

If you're getting ready to graduate with a BS/MS in Computer Science. Management Infonnation Sys1ems or Electrical Engineering,
come t9 our presencation. We'll teach you the one thing school
couldn't. How to ge1 a job at Apple.

Plans To

The power to be your best.N
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